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STATE OF CALIFORNIA -- THE NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY  EDMUND G. BROWN, JR., Governor 

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 
SAN DIEGO AREA 

7575 METROPOLITAN DRIVE, SUITE 103 

SAN DIEGO, CA  92108-4421   

(619) 767-2370  

Th25d         September 27, 2013 
  
 
 
TO:  COMMISSIONERS AND INTERESTED PERSONS 

 
FROM: SHERILYN SARB, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, SAN DIEGO COAST DISTRICT 

 DEBORAH LEE, DISTRICT MANAGER, SAN DIEGO COAST DISTRICT 

 DIANA LILLY, COASTAL PROGRAM ANALYST, SD COAST DISTRICT 

   
SUBJECT: Staff Recommendation on San Diego Unified Port District Port Master Plan 

Amendment No. 6-PSD-MAJ-45-13 (Convention Center Expansion III). For 
Commission consideration and possible action at the Meeting of October 9-11, 
2013.  

              
 
SUMMARY OF REQUEST 

 
The proposed Port Master Plan Amendment (PMPA) consists of changes to the text, 
graphics, project list, and Public Access Programs for the South Embarcadero subarea of 
the Port Master Plan to allow for the expansion of the existing San Diego Convention 
Center (SDCC) and the construction of a new Hilton Hotel tower. The SDCC is located 
in downtown San Diego, on the bayward side of Harbor Drive, overlooking San Diego 
Bay. The existing Hilton Hotel is located approximately 370-550 feet southeast of the 
SDCC, across Park Boulevard. 
 
The existing, approximately 100-foot high, 2,613,465 square feet SDCC would be 
expanded approximately 740,000 sq.ft. The expansion would extend the existing building 
up to approximately 275 feet towards the existing Hilton hotel, in the area now occupied 
by a 1.6 acre landscaped open space, public art and Park Boulevard, and approximately 
185 feet bayward, in the area currently developed with the grassy bayfront park, the water 
transit center, the Fifth Avenue Landing parking lot, and Convention Way. In order to 
accommodate the expansion, Park Boulevard would be realigned to be roughly parallel 
with the Hilton hotel, and Convention Way would be shifted to be adjacent to the existing 
public promenade. As a result, Park Boulevard would be located immediately adjacent to 
the proposed pedestrian walkway. The water transit center would be relocated to the 
shoreline at the corner of Convention Way and Marina Park Way. 
 
The roof of the SDCC expansion area, which slopes upward from northwest to southeast, 
is proposed to be developed as an approximately 5-acre public park/plaza. The park 
would be accessible from a ramp walkway located along Convention Center Way, as well 
as from a variety of access points including the existing stairs and skywalk built with the 
first expansion of the SDCC, and elevators. The rooftop park/plaza would include a mix 
of hardscape and landscape, including lawns, shrubs, wetland plants, pavilions, gardens 
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with lighted paths and fixed and movable furnishings. Support facilities such as 
restrooms, and park mechanical and maintenance facilities would be provided.  
 
The addition to the Hilton would consist of a second tower the same height as the existing 
tower (372 feet), located to the north of the existing Hilton Hotel tower, next to the 
existing 7-story parking structure. A new ballroom would be located atop the existing 
parking structure. The new hotel facilities would include 500 new rooms, a lobby, 
approximately 55,000 net square feet of ballroom/meeting space, and other ancillary uses. 
As a result of the SDCC and Hilton expansions, the distance between the two structures 
would be narrowed to approximately 270 feet. 
 

SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 

 
Staff is recommending denial of the PMPA as submitted. 
 
The proposed PMPA will result in significant impacts to views, visual quality and coastal 
recreation through the substantial loss of already limited waterfront area and open space. 
Specifically, constructing the 100-foot high, 1,000 foot long expanded SDCC building 
only 35 feet from the existing public promenade, 70 feet from the water’s edge, will 
significantly diminish the spacious, open feel of the existing public accessway, and will 
contribute to the sense that the shoreline is part of the Convention Center. Construction of 
a building of this size and width so close to the waterfront would be unprecedented in San 
Diego County, because setting back buildings a reasonable distance from the shoreline 
ensures that the public will have both visual and physical access to the waterfront. 
 
 The SDCC expansion also will eliminate the 1.6 acre landscaped open space and public 
area located adjacent to Harbor Drive while were provided to mitigate the first expansion 
of the SDCC, and the existing 5.5 acre ground level waterfront grassy park, which was 
created in part to help offset the impacts to public access and recreation resulting from 
construction of the existing Hilton and (unbuilt) Spinnaker projects. The waterfront park 
is one of the few grassy waterfront park areas in downtown San Diego, along with the 
South Embarcadero Marina Park, which is already cut off downtown. These areas are 
used by the public for passive recreation such as picnicking and observing the Bay, as 
well as for events that draw the public down to the waterfront. The project includes 
construction of a 5 acre rooftop park, but the park would not be visible from any 
surrounding inland streets, and it is unlikely that people would even be aware of the 
existence of the park, let alone be willing to travel around and up to the top of the SDCC 
to stroll and recreate. The current SDCC has terraces and tables located on the waterside 
of the building which go used and unnoticed by the public, because they appear to be 
private amenities of the SDCC and it is likely that the proposed rooftop park would be 
similarly vacant, except for private functions held by the SDCC and the Hilton.  
 
Furthermore, the SDCC and Hilton expansions will significantly reduce the view corridor 
between the two existing structures. This area is currently approximately 370 feet to 550 
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feet wide, and is one of the few windows to the water in the solid mass of buildings along 
almost the entire length of Harbor Drive. The proposed expansion will reduce the 
distance between the buildings to approximately 270 feet, creating a tunnel effect and 
significantly reducing views, particularly from the pedestrian bridge spanning Harbor 
Drive at Park Boulevard.  
 
Since the first Convention Center expansion was approved, Park Boulevard/Convention 
Center Way has been the only vehicular access to the public park at Embarcadero Marina 
Park South. In many ways, Park Boulevard/Convention Center Way currently functions 
mainly as back-of-house access to the SDCC. As proposed, Park Boulevard would be 
redesigned to provide valet parking to the SDCC, and operate as the main accessway to 
the Hilton. Only a narrow road behind the SDCC would remain for Embarcadero Marina 
Park access. By narrowing the corridor between the structures even further, and 
expanding the SDCC next to the water, the project would further isolate this major 
coastal recreational resource, essentially transforming it into a private amenity for SDCC 
visitors.  
 
Since the PMPA was originally submitted, Commission staff and Port staff have worked 
to make revisions to the project to address the impacts identified above. Unfortunately, 
there are two key elements—construction of a pedestrian bridge at 4th Avenue, and 
revisions to the southwest corner of the SDCC expansion, where Port and Commission 
staff were unable to reach agreement on. Construction of a pedestrian bridge linking the 
Gaslamp District to the skywalk on the existing SDCC was reviewed as part of the EIR 
prepared for the PMPA, but ultimately not included in the project due to a lack of 
funding. Currently, getting to the bayfront from the Gaslamp District requires crossing 
multiple railways and lanes of traffic at ground level and either going up the steep stairs 
and over the middle of the building, or walking at least 1,000 feet around the SDCC to 
the little known “canyon” accessway on the north side of the building, or walking the 
same distance to the south side of the building and another 1,000 feet down Park 
Boulevard to the shoreline. Given these obstacles and the lack of wayfinding signage or 
other objects drawing people to the water, there is currently almost no relationship 
between upland areas and the coast. A pedestrian bridge at 4th Avenue could drastically 
improve the connection between the busy downtown area and the shoreline that was 
essentially eliminated by the first SDCC expansion. Even if funding is not currently 
available, Commission staff suggested language could be added to the PMP that would 
require the Port District to pursue funding for the bridge, and return to the Commission 
for a PMPA at a time certain if funding and construction of the bridge proves infeasible, 
to propose alternative means of improving waterfront access and activation of limited 
public spaces. Thus, the Commission could have been assured that the both the existing 
and proposed public improvements around the SDCC would actually be available to and 
used by the public. 
 
Revisions to the building itself were also discussed, in the form of “notch” in the 
southwest corner of the proposed SDCC expansion and angling the building corner to 
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preserve some of the views of the waterfront from the existing Park Boulevard pedestrian 
bridge. Although only a minor change in the building configuration was contemplated, 
this change would have reduced the view blockage that will result from the proposed 
SDCC expansion. These potential changes are described in greater detail in the project 
description, below.  
 
Therefore, staff is recommending the Port Master Plan Amendment be denied as 
submitted at this time.  
 
The appropriate motions and resolutions can be found on Page 4. The main findings 

for denial of the begin on Page 7. 

             
 
Port Master Plan Amendment Procedure. California Code of Regulations, Title 14, 
Section 13636 calls for port master plan amendments to be certified in the same manner 
as provided in Section 30714 of the Coastal Act for certification of port master plans. 
Section 13628 of the Regulations states that, upon the determination of the Executive 
Director that the master plan amendment and accompanying materials required by 
Section 13628(a) are sufficient, the master plan amendment shall be deemed submitted to 
the Commission for purposes of Section 30714 of the Coastal Act.  
 
The subject PMPA was deemed submitted on July 15, 2013. Within 90 days after this 
submittal date, the Commission, after public hearing, shall certify or reject the 
amendment, in whole or in part. Thus, the Commission must take action by October 13, 
2013. If the Commission fails to take action on the amendment submittal within the 90-
day period, the proposed amendment is deemed certified.  
             
 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 

 

I. PORT MASTER PLAN SUBMITTAL - RESOLUTION 

 
Following a public hearing, staff recommends the Commission adopt the following 
resolution and findings. The appropriate motion to introduce the resolution and a staff 
recommendation are provided just prior to the resolution. 
 
RESOLUTION I (Resolution to deny certification of Port of San Diego Master Plan 

Amendment No. 6-PSD-MAJ-45-13) 
 
MOTION I 
 
 I move that the Commission certify the San Diego Unified Port District Master Plan 

Amendment No. 6-PSD-MAJ-45-13as submitted by the port. 
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 Staff Recommendation 

 
Staff recommends a NO vote. Failure of this motion will result in rejection of the 
port master plan amendment and adoption of the following resolution and findings. 
The motion to certify passes only upon an affirmative vote of a majority of the 
Commissioners present. 

 
 Resolution I 

 
 Deny Certification of Amendment 

 
 The Commission hereby denies certification to San Diego Unified Port District 

Master Plan Amendment No. 6-PSD-MAJ-45-13and finds, for the reasons discussed 
below, that the amended Port Master Plan does not conform with or carry out the 
policies of Chapter 3 and Chapter 8 of the Coastal Act. Nor would certification of 
the amendment meet the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act, 
as there are feasible alternatives and mitigation measures that would substantially 
lessen the significant adverse impacts on the environment that will result from 
certification of the amendment. 

 

II. FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS. 

 
 The Commission finds and declares as follows: 
 
 A. Previous Commission Action. The Commission certified the San Diego Unified 
Port District Master Plan on October 14, 1980. The Commission has reviewed 
approximately forty-three amendments since that date.  
 
 B. Contents of Port Master Plan Amendments. California Code of Regulations 
Title 14, Section 13656 calls for port master plan amendments to be certified in the same 
manner as port master plans. Section 30711 of the Coastal Act states, in part, that a port 
master plan shall include all the following: 
 
 (1) The proposed uses of land and water areas, where known. 
 
 (2) The proposed design and location of port land areas, water areas, berthing, and 

navigation ways and systems intended to serve commercial traffic within the area 
of jurisdiction of the port governing body.  

 
 (3) An estimate of the effect of development on habitat areas and the marine 

environment, a review of existing water quality, habitat areas, and quantitative 
and qualitative biological inventories, and proposals to minimize and mitigate 
any substantial adverse impact.  
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 (4) Proposed projects listed as appealable in Section 30715 in sufficient detail to be 

able to determine their consistency with the policies of Chapter 3 (commencing 
with Section 30200) of this division. 

 
 (5) Provisions for adequate public hearings and public participation in port planning 

and development decisions. 
 
The Commission finds that the proposed port master plan amendment do not conform to 
the provisions of Section 30711 of the Coastal Act. The proposed changes in land and 
water uses do not contain sufficient detail in the port master plan submittal for the 
Commission to make a determination that the proposed amendment is consistent with the 
Chapter 3 and Chapter 8 policies of the Coastal Act.  
 
The proposed amendment was the subject of an Environmental Impact Report under the 
California Environmental Quality Act. The Environmental Impact Report associated with 
the plan amendment was subject to public review and hearing and was adopted by the 
Board of Port Commissioners on December 19, 2012 as Resolution #2012-135. A public 
hearing on the proposed master plan amendment was held and the amendment was 
adopted by the Board of Port Commissioners on December 19, 2012 as Resolution 
#2012-136.  
 
 C. Standard of Review. Section 30700 states that Chapter 8 shall govern those 
portions of the San Diego Unified Port District, excluding any wetland, estuary, or 
existing recreation area indicated in Part IV of the Coastal Plan. The entire water area 
under the jurisdiction of the Port of San Diego is covered by Chapter 3 policies because 
San Diego Bay is mapped as an estuary and wetland in Part IV of the Coastal Plan, and 
on the maps adopted by the Commission pursuant to Section 30710 of the Act. Sections 
30714 and 30716 of the Coastal Act provides that the Commission shall certify a PMPA 
if the it conforms with and carries out the policies of Chapter 8 of the Coastal Act or, if 
there is a portion of the proposed PMPA that is appealable to the Commission pursuant to 
section 30715 of the Coastal Act, then that portion of the PMPA must also be consistent 
with Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. Pursuant to section 30715(a)(4) of the Coastal 
Act, a port-approved hotel, motel or shopping facility not principally devoted to the sale 
of commercial goods utilized for water-oriented purposes is appealable to the 
Commission.  The proposed amendment involves changes to the text and project list of 
the Centre City Embarcadero Planning District 3. The proposed new Hilton hotel tower 
and associated improvements are appealable to the Commission and thus, that portion of 
the proposed PMPA must be consistent with both the Chapter 8 and Chapter 3 policies of 
the Coastal Act. Any proposed redesignations of water area between Specialized Berthing 
and Recreational Berthing, to accurately reflect the location of the existing transient 
marina, would be subject to the Chapter 3 policies of the Act. The Convention Center 
Expansion project is not located within San Diego Bay, and is not identified as an 
appealable project; thus, Chapter 8 is the standard of review for this portion of the 
project. 
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 D. Summary of Proposed Plan Amendment and History. 

 

1. Project Setting & History. 
 
The existing San Diego Convention Center (SDCC) is located in downtown San Diego, 
on the bayward side of Harbor Drive, overlooking San Diego Bay. The site and the area 
surrounding the site are entirely developed with urban uses. The existing Hilton Hotel is 
located to the southeast, the Marriott hotel to the northwest, and Petco Park across Harbor 
Drive to the northeast. The existing Embarcadero Marina Park South public park is 
located bayward of the Convention Center. Access to the SDCC is from Harbor Drive 
and from Park Boulevard, which becomes Convention Way/Marina Park Way behind the 
SDCC. Park Boulevard/Convention Way/Marina Park Way is also the only accessway to 
Embarcadero Marina Park South (see Exhibit #1). 
 
The existing, approximately 100-foot high SDCC has a gross building area of 2,613,465 
square feet with a maximum capacity of 125,000 people. This includes approximately 
525,700 sq.ft. of prime exhibit hall, 90,000 sq.ft. of additional exhibit space in the Sails 
Pavilion, approximately 118,700 sq.ft. feet of meeting rooms, and two ballrooms totaling 
approximately 81,000 sq.ft.  
 
The original SDCC was approved by the Commission in November 1984 on an 
approximately 16-acre site on the northwest side of 5th Avenue at Harbor Drive. In 
January 1996, the Commission approved PMPA #21 providing for a two-level, 
approximately 800,000 sq.ft. expansion on the southeast side of the existing structure, 
roughly doubling the size of the existing center at that time. The expansion spanned, and 
thus required the closure of 5th Avenue bayward of Harbor Drive, which at that time 
provided direct access to Embarcadero Marina Park South.  As a replacement for the loss 
of this accessway, the expansion included a “skywalk” on the roof of the proposed 
expansion, consisting of stairs and a funicular (inclined elevator) on the Harbor Drive 
side of the building, leading up approximately 70 feet to a lookout area on the top of the 
structure, with stairs and an elevator on the bay side of the structure to provide access to 
terraces on the building and the ground level park and promenade. 
 
The existing Bayfront Hilton Hotel was approved by the Commission in December 2001 
(PMPA #31). The approved project consisted of construction of a 1,000-2,000 room 
hotel, parking structure and marina at the Hilton site, a new water transit center, a new 
public recreational pier, a 60 to 35-foot wide public promenade within the industrial 
leaseholds along the bayfront, a 5.5 acre waterfront park and plaza between the hotel and 
the existing SDCC, and a 250-room “Spinnaker” hotel with ancillary hotel facilities, 
restaurant and retail uses located bayward of the SDCC, at the entrance to Embarcadero 
Marina Park. 
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Most, but not all of the components of the PMPA approved were implemented, including 
construction of a 30 story, 372-foot high, 1,200 room Hilton Hotel, the extension of the 
bayfront promenade paralleling the shoreline, the 5.5-acre waterfront park, and the water 
transit center. The Spinnaker hotel and associated facilities, and the public recreational 
dock (other than a small stub not open to the public) have not been constructed. The area 
proposed for the Spinnaker hotel has been converted to a parking area used mainly by the 
SDCC for special events, or left vacant. 
 
2. Amendment Description 
 

a. Original Proposal 
 
The proposed Port Master Plan Amendment (PMPA) for the San Diego Convention 
Center (SDCC) expansion involves changes to the text, the project list, the graphics, and 
land use allocations within the Port District’s Centre City Embarcadero Planning District 
3 to accommodate a major expansion to the existing Convention Center, expand the 
existing Bayfront Hilton, and revise/remove the previously proposed projects located in 
the area of the proposed expansion. The project includes the following components: 
 

 Construction of an approximately 740,000 sq.ft. addition to the SDCC; 
 Construction of an approximately 5 acre rooftop park/plaza atop the SDCC; 
 A 500 room expansion of the Hilton; 
 Realignment and narrowing of Convention Way bayward; 
 Relocation of the Fifth Avenue Landing Water Transportation Center westward; 
 Realignment and upgrades to existing utility infrastructure; and 
 Updates to the PMP Public Access Plan 

 
The proposed SDCC expansion would extend the existing building up to approximately 
275 feet towards the existing Hilton hotel, in the area now occupied by a 1.6 acre 
landscaped open space, public art, and Park Boulevard, and approximately 185 feet 
bayward, in the area currently developed with the grassy bayfront park, the water transit 
center, the Fifth Avenue Landing parking lot, and Convention Way. In order to 
accommodate the expansion, Park Boulevard would be realigned to be roughly parallel 
with the Hilton hotel, and Convention Way would be shifted to be adjacent to the existing 
public promenade. As a result, Park Boulevard would be located immediately adjacent to 
the proposed pedestrian walkway and terminate more directly at the bay. The water 
transit center would be relocated to the shoreline at the corner of Convention Way and 
Marina Park Way, at the location previously intended for the Spinnaker hotel. 
 

The proposed SDCC addition would add approximately 220,150 sq.ft. of prime exhibit 
hall, approximately 101,500 sq.ft. of meeting rooms, and approximately 78,470 square 
feet of ballroom space, for a total building area of 736,150 square feet. New exterior 
space would include 172,220 sq.ft. of rooftop park/plaza, 35,750 sq.ft. of inclined 
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walkway, and 26,730 sq.ft. of visitor-serving retail in the interior and up to an additional 
15,770 sq.ft. on the exterior of the proposed building. The existing 16,880 sq.ft. of 
outside public terraces would be removed to accommodate the expanded building. The 
total gross building area for the expansion, including exterior space, would increase from 
2,614,460 sq.ft. to 3,624,210 sq.ft. The two-level expansion would reach approximately 
110 feet above grade at its highest point on its southeastern end and would decline 
steadily to approximately 62 feet at its northwestern end. 
 
The roof of the SDCC expansion area, which slopes upward from northwest to southeast, 
is proposed to be developed as an approximately 5-acre public park/plaza. The park 
would be accessible from a variety of access points including the stairs, skywalk, and 
funicular at Harbor Drive, stairs and an elevator at the southwest corner of the expansion, 
near the entry onto Marina Park Way, elevators at the south midpoint of the rooftop 
park/plaza on the bayward side of the structure, a ramp walkway located along 
Convention Center Way, and an elevator at Park Boulevard. Access would also be 
available from within the Convention Center. The rooftop park/plaza would include a 
mix of hardscape and landscape, including lawns, shrubs, wetland plants, pavilions, 
gardens with lighted paths and fixed and movable furnishings. Support facilities such as 
restrooms, and park mechanical and maintenance facilities would be provided. Although 
the primary purpose of the rooftop park/plaza is to provide passive public recreational 
opportunities; as proposed, portions or all of the 5-acre rooftop park/plaza may be utilized 
for organized events, including large concerts associated with corporate incentive type 
groups consisting of up to 4,000 individuals, receptions with light music, outdoor catered 
banquets of various sizes, chef’s table tastings, and commercial photo, video, or movie 
shoots. 
 
The PMP also includes a major addition to the existing Hilton hotel. The addition would 
be a second tower the same height as the existing tower (372 feet), located to the north of 
the existing Hilton Hotel tower, within the space bounded to the northwest by the existing 
Hilton Hotel entrance ramp, to the southeast by the existing 7-story parking structure and 
to the southwest by the Hilton Driveway (Gull Street). Because this site is too narrow to 
accommodate the entire footprint of the new tower, a portion of the tower would 
cantilever over the existing Hilton Hotel entry ramp and the existing Hotel Parking 
Facility. A new grand ballroom would be located atop the existing parking structure; at 
its highest point, the grand ballroom would be approximately 60 feet above the top floor 
of the existing parking deck. The new hotel facilities would include 500 new rooms, a 
lobby, approximately 55,000 net square feet of ballroom/meeting space, and other 
ancillary uses. The lobby for the new guestroom tower would be located at the same level 
as the lobby within the existing Hilton hotel. The two lobbies would connect via an 
enclosed bridge over the Hilton Driveway. 
 
The expansion area is currently designated in the PMP for Commercial Recreation, 
Park/Plaza, and Promenade uses. These uses would be reallocated to accommodate the 
proposed SDCC and hotel expansion, the rooftop park, and the realignment of Park 
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Boulevard/Convention Way. The PMP graphics, text, project list, and public access plans 
for the South Embarcadero and the Convention Center (separate documents), would also 
be updated to reflect the proposed expansions. 
 

b. Potential Revisions to the PMPA 
 
The Coastal Act does not provide for the addition of suggested modifications to a Port 
Master Plan Amendment, but only allows for approval or denial. Thus, since the PMPA 
was deemed complete on July 15, 2013, Commission staff has been working with Port 
staff to address some of the Coastal Act issues associated with the proposed amendment, 
described in detail below. Ultimately, these items were not included in the proposed 
PMPA; however, the following items were discussed as potential revisions to the PMPA. 
 
Language could be added to the PMPA requiring the Port District to include construction 
of a pedestrian bridge at 4th Avenue connecting to the existing SDCC skywalk on the 
project list, in order to create a more direct linkage between downtown and the Gaslamp 
District to the waterfront. This project was included in the project description for the EIR 
prepared for the PMPA, but ultimately not included in the project due to a lack for 
funding for the bridge. However, even if funding is not currently available, language 
could be added to the PMP that would require the Port District to pursue funding for the 
bridge, but return to the Commission for a PMPA at a time certain if funding and 
construction of the bridge proves infeasible, to propose alternative means of improving 
waterfront access and activation of limited public spaces. 
 
The southwest corner of the proposed SDCC expanded building could be pulled back 
slightly and angled to preserve views of the waterfront from the existing Park Boulevard 
pedestrian bridge. One suggestion offered by the Port as a minor revision to this side of 
the building would have resulted in an approximately 5,175 sq.ft. reduction in each of the 
SDCC levels (ground, 2nd, 3rd, and roof), and would have reduced the impact on views 
somewhat (see Exhibits #12 and #13). 
 
On the corner of Convention Way and Marina Parkway, at the relocated water transit 
center, a new 1,900 sq.ft. public plaza could be constructed. Approximately 12 parking 
spaces at this location could be designated for public parking, in addition to the water 
transit center parking. The PMPA could be revised to clearly indicate that a continuous 
public accessway would be created along the waterfront adjacent to the water transit 
center connecting to the existing promenade around Embarcadero Marina Park South. 
  
The existing “stub” recreational pier at the foot of Park Boulevard could be opened to the 
public and improved with benches and perimeter railings to create a waterfront 
destination point. 
 
The landscape mounds that were created when the Hilton hotel was constructed could be 
removed in order to open up views of the water from Park Boulevard. 
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As a condition of approval of the coastal development permit for the Hilton expansion, 
the applicant could be required to develop on or off-site lower cost visitor 
accommodations, or pay an in-lieu fee to off-set the impact of developing high-end 
accommodations on public tidelands. 
 
The Park Boulevard corridor could be designed to draw visitors to the waterfront through 
the use of landscaping, artwork, enhanced concrete paving, pedestrian scale lighting and 
furnishings. On the Hilton side of Park Boulevard, treatment of the exposed exterior of 
the parking garage structure and ramp to the hotel could be treated with public area (e.g. 
mosaics) and/or decorative vertical landscaping to enhance the pedestrian experience 
between Harbor Drive and the Hilton access route.  
 
As much as 15,000 sq.ft. of visitor-serving uses, such as retail, museum, art gallery, 
vitrines (glass display cases), or other activating uses, could be located on the 
southwesterly facing (bayward) façade of the SDCC. Several crosswalks could be 
designated on Convention Center Way to allow pedestrians to easily access these features 
from the public promenade. 
 
The amended Convention Center Public Access Program (CCPAP) could be significantly 
expanded to include specific requirements for street furniture and amenities such as 
telescopes and benches. The plan could require that a comprehensive, integrated signage 
and wayfinding program be developed that includes the provision of new and 
replacement signage directing the public to, around, and over the SDCC, linking 
downtown with the waterfront, be implemented. Signage could include an 
acknowledgement that the public amenities associated with the SDCC have been 
developed as a partnership between the Port, the City, and the Coastal Commission.  
 
A “Public Realm Design Principles and Programming Plan” could be incorporated in the 
CCPAP to describe and define how public use of the public spaces associated with the 
SDCC will be developed and improved. Policies requiring that all public improvements 
be developed prior to or concurrent with the SDCC and Hilton expansions could be 
added, as well as policies ensuring that public access will be maintained during 
construction. Limitations on the private use of the SDCC rooftop park and the 
recreational pier to no more than 15% of the year could be added consistent with the 
limitations that were placed on the event area associated with the Marriott hotel 
expansion recently approved by the Commission (PMPA #43). 
 
In September 2013, upon reviewing the existing conditions of the SDCC area with Port 
staff, Commission staff determined that the “transient oriented” marina of 20-30 yacht 
slips that was approved through PMPA #31 was not constructed next to the proposed 
recreational dock in the area designated as Recreational Boat Berthing in the approved 
PMP Precise Plan. This area contains a cap on the bay bottom covering contaminated 
sediment, and thus, is not suitable for a marina. Instead, the short-term marina was 
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constructed next to the former Fifth Avenue Landing Site, where the Spinnaker Hotel was 
to be located. This area is designated Specialized Berthing, and was intended to be the 
location of only the approved ferry landing/water taxi docks. Both the transient marina 
and the water transit center docks were constructed through a single permit for both 
facilities at the same location. As a recreational small craft marina related facility, the 
coastal development permit for the marina should have been processed by the Port 
District as subject to the review and appeal of the Coastal Commission. However, as 
construction of the marina was incorporated into a single permit associated with the non-
appealable ferry landing/water transit center permit, the permit was mistakenly deemed 
non-appealable. Thus, the Commission was not notified of the project or the incorrect 
location of the marina. 
 
Thus, the Port should revise the PMPA to include text and map changes identifying the 
as-built location of the transient marina, and designating the area as Recreational Boat 
Berthing. The area next to the public recreational dock should revert to the previous 
designation of Specialized Berthing. 
 
E. Findings for Consistency with Chapter 3/Chapter 8 of the Coastal Act. The 
proposed PMPA would result in changes to the text, project list, graphics, and public 
access plan for Planning District 3 (Centre City/Embarcadero) of the Port Master Plan. In 
order for the Commission to certify the PMPA, the Commission must determine that the 
amendment conforms to the following applicable Chapter 3 and Chapter 8 policies of the 
Coastal Act. 
 
1. Visual Quality, Public Access and Public Recreation 
 
The following Coastal Act policies are relevant and applicable: 
 

Section 30210 
 
 In carrying out the requirement of Section 4 of Article X of the California 
Constitution, maximum access, which shall be conspicuously posted, and 
recreational opportunities shall be provided for all the people consistent with public 
safety needs and the need to protect public rights, rights of private property owners, 
and natural resource areas from overuse. 
 
Section 30211 
 
 Development shall not interfere with the public's right of access to the sea where 
acquired through use or legislative authorization, including, but not limited to, the 
use of dry sand and rocky coastal beaches to the first line of terrestrial vegetation. 
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Section 30212 
 
 (a) Public access from the nearest public roadway to the shoreline and along the 
coast shall be provided in new development projects except where: 
 
 (1) it is inconsistent with public safety, military security needs, or the protection 
of fragile coastal resources, 
 
 (2) adequate access exists nearby, [...] 
 
Section 30213 
 
 Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities shall be protected, encouraged, 
and, where feasible, provided. Developments providing public recreational 
opportunities are preferred. 
  
Section 30220 
 
  Coastal areas suited for water-oriented recreational activities that cannot 
readily be provided at inland water areas shall be protected for such uses. 
 
Section 30221 
 
 Oceanfront land suitable for recreational use shall be protected for recreational 
use and development unless present and foreseeable future demand for public or 
commercial recreational activities that could be accommodated on the property is 
already adequately provided for in the area. 
 
Section 30251 

 
 The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and 

protected as a resource of public importance. Permitted development shall be sited 
and designed to protect views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas, to 
minimize the alteration of natural land forms, to be visually compatible with the 
character of surrounding areas, and, where feasible, to restore and enhance visual 
quality in visually degraded areas.... 

 
Section 30708 

 
All port-related development shall be located, designed, and constructed so 

as to:   
(a) Minimize substantial adverse environmental impacts. […] 
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(d) Provide for other beneficial uses consistent with the public trust, including, 
but not limited to, recreation and wildlife habitat uses, to the extent feasible. 

 
a. Existing Conditions 

 
As an event facility, the SDCC serves both local, regional, and global visitors. According 
to the project EIR, including non-registered friends and relatives in the event attendee’s 
travel group, there were an estimated 743,000 SDCC visitors to San Diego. However, the 
existing 2,000 foot long, multi-story SDCC building also represents a significant physical 
and visual impediment to the water for the general public, because of its location on the 
inland side of the first public roadway (Harbor Drive). Thus, while the existing SDCC 
and Hilton hotel bring large numbers of people to the bayfront, numbers which are 
expected to continue or increase with the proposed expansion, the Coastal Act concerns 
center around the impact that this particular design will have on the public’s ability to 
view, access, and use a significant portion of San Diego’s bayfront and public parkland.  
 
Although all Port District land is publicly owned, the pattern of shoreline development in 
downtown San Diego’s Embarcadero area over the years bayward of Harbor Drive has 
created a significant physical and visual barrier between upland areas and the waterfront. 
The South Embarcadero region is particularly constrained. From the north (second) Hyatt 
tower south for approximately 2/3 of a mile to the end of the existing SDCC, there is a 
solid mass of buildings with no views of the water, and only very limited, narrow public 
accessways in between or over existing buildings. 
 
When the first SDCC expansion was constructed, it required the closure of 5th Avenue at 
Harbor Drive, which at that time provided direct access to Embarcadero Marina Park 
South. As a replacement for the loss of this accessway, the expansion included a 
“skywalk” on the roof of the proposed expansion, consisting of stairs and an inclined 
elevator on the Harbor Drive side of the building, leading up approximately 70 feet to a 
lookout area on the top of the structure, with stairs and an elevator on the bay side of the 
structure to provide access to terraces on the building and the ground level park and 
promenade. The intent was to provide a grand entryway with art to draw people to the 
waterfront, and park and the public spaces associated with the SDCC.  
 
Unfortunately, both in design and operation, this has not been successful. The funicular is 
consistently out of order, and the steep stairs are a significant impediment to access, and 
are not widely used. There is very little signage publicizing the existence of the park from 
the Harbor Drive side. The linkage between the SDCC and the City’s popular Gaslamp 
District is very poor, requiring pedestrians to cross train tracks, trolley tracks, and five 
lanes of traffic. The artwork installed on the stairs and skywalk that was intended to 
attract visitors is so inconspicuous as to be essentially invisible, and does not invite 
people up the stairway. Once on the skywalk, there is no signage directing the public to 
the terraces on the bayside of the SDCC, or any indication that the public is welcome, 
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other than a couple of inconspicuous educational plaques. As a result, few people use the 
skywalk and the terraces are vacant. 
 
The bayside of the existing SDCC is similarly uninviting to the public. On a recent visit 
to the SDCC, Commission staff found that several of the bayside elevators leading up the 
skywalk were out of order. There is little signage on the bayside of the SDCC indicating 
that the stairs are open to the public or where the stairs lead to. The main stairs directly 
below the skywalk are flanked by SDCC back-of-the-house parking areas explicitly 
closed to the public, making the area particularly uninviting. 
 
As a result of the first SDCC expansion, the only vehicular access to the bayfront and 
Embarcadero Marina Park is now Park Boulevard/Convention Way. However, this 
streetscape is currently uninviting to both public pedestrian and vehicular traffic. 
Approaching Park Boulevard from Harbor Drive, the landscaped park alongside Harbor 
Drive is an attractive island of green space and public art, and the viewshed between the 
existing SDCC and the existing Hilton in this area is reasonably broad and open, but the 
large decorative concrete pylons adjacent to the SDCC block direct views to the water. 
Once on Park Boulevard, landscaping mounded next to the Hilton blocks direct views of 
the water.  
 
There is an existing pedestrian bridge spanning Harbor Drive that connects the inland 
side of Park Boulevard to the bayward side of Park Boulevard, next to the existing 
Hilton. This bridge provides an excellent link to the downtown area south of the ballpark, 
although this area of downtown is not highly developed, and other than the ballpark, 
consists mostly of large parking areas. Nevertheless, while not a particular active area, 
this inland location does function as a reservoir for shoreline parking. However, once 
across Harbor Drive, much the pedestrian experience on Park Boulevard is fairly 
unappealing. To get to the shoreline from the pedestrian bridge requires walking 
alongside the side of the multi-story Hilton parking structure, crossing the busy driveway 
entrance/exit to the Hilton hotel, and walking next to the Hilton requires crossing a busy 
driveway. Nowhere along Park Boulevard or Convention Way is there signage directing 
the public to the shoreline or Embarcadero Park, only signage for SDCC parking and 
loading docks.  
 
On the bayside of Convention Way, the parking lots developed on the location currently 
designated for retail and meeting space associated with the Spinnaker hotel proposal, are 
minimally landscaped and often not available for public parking. On the inland side of 
Convention Way are SDCC loading docks. Both functionally and visually, Convention 
Way operates mainly as back-of-the-house access for the SDCC, rather than an inviting 
public accessway to a major public park. 
 
The intersection of Convention Way and Marina Parkway and the entrance to 
Embarcadero Park, also referred to as the “elbow” area, is designated in the existing plan 
for a large plaza associated with the Spinnaker hotel, and a bridge over Convention Way 
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connecting the SDCC to the Spinnaker hotel. However, in its current state, the elbow 
consists of a large, typically vacant parking lot next to the water that provides neither 
pedestrian access nor public parking, an unattractive and inefficient use of bayfront land. 
There is no pedestrian access from the promenade to Embarcadero Park along the water 
side of this peninsula. The parking lot at the one existing commercial retail structure in 
the elbow, Joe’s Crab Shack, is underutilized, but is not available to the public even when 
the restaurant is closed. 
 
The Spinnaker/Hilton redevelopment PMPA resulted in some significant improvements 
to the public amenities around the SDCC by completing the shoreline promenade, 
constructing a 5.5 acre waterfront grassy park, a public restroom, and a small amount of 
publically accessible retail uses alongside the Hilton (although as noted, access alongside 
the Hilton near Harbor Drive is not particularly pedestrian friendly, and the project 
created a large landscape mound next to the Hilton that blocks water views). However, 
because the Spinnaker Hotel and the public and commercial recreation uses associated 
with the hotel, such as the retail uses alongside the promenade, the plaza at the entry to 
Embarcadero Park, and the bridge over Convention Way, were never built, these 
improvements did not resolve the existing serious deficiencies in public access and public 
facilities. 
 
Under these circumstances, it is particularly critical that all new shoreline development in 
the North and South Embarcadero regions be sited and designed to restore and enhance 
the visual quality of the area. Even a relatively small increase in the existing wall of 
development along the bayfront should be avoided when at all feasible. 
 

b. Proposed Project 
 
Despite all of these obstacles, the demand for waterfront recreation in downtown San 
Diego is high, and people do manage to reach and use the promenade and Embarcadero 
Marina Park. The primary goal of any redevelopment of the area must be to address the 
existing deficiencies in public access and recreation and make this area of the waterfront 
an accessible, desirable destination for more than just conventioneers and hotel guests. 
The proposed PMPA has the potential to activate and improve the City’s shoreline if the 
impacts of the expansion can be limited and amenities and services that will serve the 
general public are provided. First and foremost, these are public tidelands and they must 
be preserved and protected in the public interest. 
 
However, as submitted, the proposed amendment, particularly in its originally form, 
would result in significant adverse impacts on public space and views towards the 
shoreline compared to the existing certified PMP. The existing plan envisions the SDCC 
set back approximately 250 feet from the shoreline, (that is, in its current location), with 
retail, restaurant, and parking located adjacent to the promenade. A new pedestrian bridge 
would provide access over Convention Way. The width of the shoreline promenade is 
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required to be between 30 feet and 60 feet, with a 120-foot wide plaza at the corner of 
Convention Way and Marina Park Way, next to the Spinnaker Hotel.  
 
Under the proposed plan, the promenade would be 35 feet wide. The SDCC would be set 
back approximately 35 feet from the promenade, with Convention Way relocated 
bayward between the promenade and the building. Thus, the expanded SDCC building 
would be only 70 feet from the water’s edge. There would not be a pedestrian bridge over 
Convention Way.  
 
Locating a 100-foot high, over a 1000-foot long building so close to the waterfront is a 
significant departure for San Diego County. In addition to the existing SDCC, buildings 
in the surrounding area include the Hyatt hotel tower, which is set back approximately 
275 feet from the water’s edge, the Marriott hotel tower, set back approximately 160 feet, 
and the Hilton, which is set back only 50 feet, but at its narrowest edge. Pushing the 
SDCC so close to the water and the promenade will result in the building towering over 
and dominating the narrow public corridor, making the shoreline feel like the private 
backyard of the SDCC. It will serve as an additional deterrent rather than induce or invite 
the public to the water. 
 
In addition, the proposed project would eliminate the existing 5.5 acre waterfront park, 
and the 1.6 acre landscaped area on Harbor Drive. The PMPA includes construction of a 
5 acre park on top of the expanded SDCC. The proposed rooftop park, with the various 
“rooms” and design features is an appealing feature, but it is not clear that this park will 
provide an equivalent value to the existing ground level public recreational area the 
expanded SDCC would remove. As described above, the existing SDCC skyway and 
terraces receive almost no public use, and it is unlikely that the proposed rooftop park 
would be any more successful in drawing people up on top of the building. Unlike 
rooftop parks in some other areas of the country that are highly visible, such as New 
York’s City High Line park, the SDCC park will be located on the bayward side of the 
SDCC, and will not be visible from any surrounding inland public streets. Thus, while the 
roof park would undoubtedly be a pleasant space for private functions associated with the 
SDCC and Hilton, it would come at the expense of the public waterfront park being 
removed by the project. 
 
The proposed expansion would also have a significant effect on views towards the 
shoreline from Harbor Drive. Although the previously described architectural features 
and landscaping block any ground level water views, there is still a broad, expansive 
viewshed between the existing SDCC and the Hyatt, and there are currently excellent 
views of the water from the Park Boulevard pedestrian bridge. The existing distance 
between the SDCC and the Hilton facilities ranges from 370 feet to 550 feet. As 
proposed, this view corridor would be substantially narrowed, to approximately 270 feet. 
The expansion would visually intrude upon and constrain what should be a major public 
accessway, open and inviting without being hemmed in by structures. The landscape 
berm would be removed, which could potentially create a water view that does not exist 
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now, but this berm was never anticipated when Hyatt/Spinnaker PMPA was certified, and 
there is no functional reason why there could not currently be water views down Park 
Boulevard. One of the goals of the certified Port Master Plans specifically states the 
following: 
 

IX. THE PORT DISTRICT WILL INSURE PHYSICAL ACCESS TO THE BAY 
EXCEPT AS NECESSARY TO PROVIDE FOR THE SAFETY AND SECURITY, 
OR TO AVOID INTERFERENCE WITH WATERFRONT ACTIVITIES. 
 
 Provide "windows to the water" at frequent and convenient locations around the 

entire periphery of the bay with public right-of-way, automobile parking and 
other appropriate facilities.  

 Provide access along the waterfront wherever possible with promenades and 
paths where appropriate, and elimination of unnecessary barricades which extend 
into the water. 

 
The space between the SDCC and the Hilton is one of few meaningful windows to the 
water anywhere along the entire span of the South Embarcadero. The significant 
encroachment into this view shed, without any alternative means of drawing people to 
this area, would be inconsistent with the mandate of Section 30708 of the Coastal Act 
that all port-related development shall be located, designed, and constructed so as to 
provide for beneficial uses consistent with the public trust, including recreational uses, to 
the extent feasible.  
 
There are feasible alternatives to the proposed expansion that have not been incorporated 
into the project, or even fully examined. For example, construction of a pedestrian bridge 
at 4th Avenue was a component of the expansion that was reviewed in the EIR prepared 
for the PMPA, but ultimately not included in the proposed project due to a lack of 
funding. As described above, getting to the bayfront from the Gaslamp District requires 
crossing multiple railways and lanes of traffic at ground level and either going up the 
steep stairs and over the middle of the building, or walking at least 1,000 feet around the 
SDCC to the little known “canyon” accessway on the north side of the building, or 
walking the same distance to the south side of the building and another 1,000 feet down 
Park Boulevard to the shoreline. Given these obstacles and the lack of wayfinding 
signage or other objects drawing people to the water, there is currently almost no 
relationship between upland areas and the coast. A pedestrian bridge at 4th Avenue could 
drastically improve the connection between the busy downtown area and the shoreline 
that was essentially eliminated by the first SDCC expansion. In addition to the new 
wayfinding signage being proposed, a bridge itself provides the best possible 
announcement of a pedestrian destination, simply through its existence. A pedestrian 
bridge linking downtown with the SDCC would also create a direct and obvious link to 
the proposed rooftop park, which, as noted, is unlikely to receive a great deal of public 
use if it is difficult to get to and not visible from surrounding areas. 
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However, despite the clear and numerous benefits associated with the pedestrian bridge at 
4th Avenue, the Port has indicated that there are currently no funds available to construct 
it. Preliminary estimates from the Port suggested that the cost of such a facility would be 
in the vicinity of $42 million dollars. This initial estimate may not ultimately be accurate; 
the cost of the existing pedestrian bridge located at Park Boulevard constructed in 2011 
was originally projected to be $12.8 million dollars, and was ultimately constructed for 
$26.8 million dollars. That bridge design is unusual as one of the longest self-anchored 
pedestrian suspension bridges in the world, and it’s unclear why a second pedestrian 
bridge would necessarily be so much more costly. 
 
However, given that funds to construct a pedestrian bridge at 4th Avenue may not be 
currently available, the Port could include the pedestrian bridge in the PMPA, and 
incorporate language into the PMPA that would require that the Port pursue funding for 
implementation of the bridge over the next few years. If this ultimately proves infeasible, 
the Port should return to the Commission with a PMPA to remove the bridge from the 
project list and propose an alternative means of improving public access to the waterfront 
from upland areas. However, the Port is not willing to incorporate such language into the 
proposed PMPA. 
 
Other alternatives that could be incorporated into the project include pulling back the 
southwest corner of the proposed SDCC expansion and angling the building corner to 
preserve views of the waterfront from the existing Park Boulevard pedestrian bridge. At 
one point, the Port and the SDCC suggested a minor revision to this corner of the 
building might be accommodated (see Exhibit #12). This would have resulted in an 
approximately 5,175 sq.ft. reduction in each of the SDCC levels (ground, 2nd, 3rd, and 
roof). However, in and of itself, this minor revision in the building would not have 
sufficiently reduced the adverse impacts of the expansion, and the Port District ultimately 
decided not to include this revision in the proposed PMPA. 
 
In addition, there may be alternatives that would avoid all of the impacts associated with 
the on-site SDCC expansion. The Port has consistently maintained that only an expansion 
of the existing SDCC building can address the center’s demand for exhibit space. Thus, 
no offsite alternatives were examined in the project EIR.  However, the report prepared 
by AECOM titled “Refined Analysis of Additional Business Capture Derived from a 
Potential Expansion of the San Diego Convention Center” prepared for the SDCC on 
November 15, 2010, and the main source of the claim that only a contiguous expansion 
would be feasible, made the following conclusions regarding the need for contiguous 
space: 
 

Contiguous space is generally an issue in the industry, but as long as San Diego 
builds additional exhibit space that is only ½ level up from the existing space as well 
as open or readily visible from the current trade floor, it does not appear to be a 
major issue in determining usage of the building in the future. Only one group out of 
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all of the interviews stated that they would not be able to return to San Diego if the 
expanded exhibit floor were not on the same level as the current exhibit floor. 
 

Thus, it appears that contiguous exhibit space is not required by the majority of existing 
or potential SDCC groups. It also suggests that constructing an additional level on the 
existing SDCC could be a viable alternative. Other parties have offered alternative 
expansion plans (see Exhibit #17). However, none of these alternatives, either off-site or 
top of the existing SDCC were analyzed in the EIR. 
 
The on-going pressure to develop new and expanded structures that incrementally 
encroach upon the remaining public views to the bay is a challenge the Commission and 
the Port have faced many times on San Diego’s bayfront. Port District staff and 
Commission staff worked on a number of important revisions and enhancements to the 
proposed PMPA and the SDCC and Hilton expansions to address the impacts to public 
access, public recreation, and visual quality (see Project Description). For example, the 
existing small recreational pier located at the foot of Park Boulevard was originally 
intended to be expanded for use as a marina. Since the marina was relocated to the 
northeast, the pier has never been available to the public. This pier could be improved 
with benches and railings and opened to the public. Additional signage, activating retail 
uses, improvement pedestrian access to Embarcadero Marina Parkway and improvements 
to the pedestrian experience on Park Boulevard should all be incorporated in the plan. 
However, at this time, these revisions have not been offered by the Port. 
 
In summary, the proposed expansion will have significant adverse impacts on public 
access, public recreation, and views. These impacts could potentially be mitigated by 
making revisions to the southwest corner of the proposed SDCC expansion, and a 
commitment by the Port to improve connectivity to downtown and access to the rooftop 
park through construction of a new pedestrian bridge, or other public access 
improvements. Improvements to wayfinding and the pedestrian experience on Park 
Boulevard could also help partially offset impacts from expanding the SDCC closer to 
the public promenade and narrowing the space between the SDCC and the Hilton, 
although these measures would not be sufficient in and of themselves.  
 
The Coastal Act does not provide for the addition of suggested modifications to a Port 
Master Plan Amendment, but only allows for approval or denial. As proposed, the 
proposed PMPA would authorize development that has not been located, designed, and 
constructed so as to provide for beneficial uses to public recreation, public access, and 
visual quality, or to minimize environmental impacts by protecting views to and along the 
ocean. Therefore, the amendment must be denied. 
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2. Sea Level Rise, Drainage, and Tsunami Risk 
 
The following Coastal Act policies are relevant and applicable: 
 

Section 30708 
 

All port-related development shall be located, designed, and constructed so 
as to:  

(b) Minimize substantial adverse environmental impacts. […] 
 

(d) Provide for other beneficial uses consistent with the public trust, including, 
but not limited to, recreation and wildlife habitat uses, to the extent feasible. 

 
The Convention Center Expansion project proposes to place new development along the 
San Diego Bay shoreline.  The existing convention center is approximately 265 feet 
inland of the Bay.  The new Expansion will be approximately 70 feet from the Bay and 
will be separated from the Bay by an existing seawall and promenade.  The meeting 
rooms in the Convention Center will be at +32.5’ NGVD; however, retail space and the 
truck docking area will be lower, at +10’ and +10.5’ NGVD29, respectively.   
 
As required by Section 30708, the proposed development must be located, designed, and 
constructed so as minimize environmental impacts, and to provide for other beneficial 
uses consistent with the public trust, including, but not limited to, recreation and wildlife 
habitat uses, to the extent feasible. Based on the location of the Convention Center 
Expansion, there are three flood hazard concerns that need to be considered – flooding 
from overtopping of the seawall, flooding by backwater in the storm drain, and flooding 
by a tsunami.  The flooding conditions will all be worsened in the future with sea level 
rise.  These issues were not covered in enough detail in the 2012 Final Environmental 
Impact Report (FEIR).  As a result, the applicant was asked to examine the flood 
concerns associated with sea level rise, and to provide information on options to protect 
life and/or property from tsunami risk.  In addition to information in the FEIR the 
applicant has provided the material to address these flooding concerns.  
  

o June 3, 2013 letter report from Greg Shields, Project Design Consultants to Ms. 
Anna Buzaitis, United Port of San Diego 

o May 30, 2013 Sea-Level Rise and Tsunami Issues report from Terra Costa 
Consulting Group. 

 
Seawall overtopping: The existing seawall ranges in height from 7.38’ to 9.02’ 
NGVD29.  The seawall will be overtopped when the water levels in the Bay exceed these 
elevations.  The amount of overtopping will depend upon the extent of wall that is lower 
than the water level.  As analyzed by Terra Costa Consultants, the range of future “total 
water level elevation” by 2080 is 6.72 – 9.66 feet, NGVD29.  If San Diego Bay 
experiences the low range of sea level rise by 2080, total water levels without waves, will 
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be below the height of the existing seawall at all locations.  However, if San Diego Bay 
experiences the moderate or high range of future sea level rise, then water will routinely 
exceed the seawall height during moderate and high tides.  Flooding of the promenade 
will begin when the water level in the Bay exceeds 7.38’ NGVD29, the lowest part of the 
seawall.  As the water level rises in the Bay, water will flow into the promenade from 
more sections of the seawall.  Thus, for moderate to high sea level rise scenarios, 
flooding of the promenade area will become a routine condition toward the last third of 
century (around 2060 and beyond).  
 
Wind waves and boat wake will add to the local water elevation and can cause 
overtopping of the seawall when the total water level is below the seawall.  Waves will 
add to the flooding concerns when water levels exceed the seawall elevation.  As noted 
by Terra Costa Consultants, storm waves can reach 2 to 3 feet high within the Bay.  Also, 
the Navy operated Sea Tractor Tugs within the Bay.  The Convention Center Extension is 
protected from most of the tug boat wake; however, if the tug veers slightly when it is in 
front of the Convention Center, the wake at the Convention Center could be about 3 feet 
high.  The concurrence of large wind waves and boat wake was not examined.  But, tug 
activity is likely to be curtailed in the Bay when there are storms, so the most likely 
combination of wind waves and boat wake that would produce high dynamic water levels 
would be moderate wind waves and extreme boat wake.  Such situations would likely 
overtop the seawall and cause short-term peaks in flood water depths.   
 
Wind waves and boat wake will add to the situations when total water level (without 
waves) will overtop the seawall. In general, if San Diego Bay experiences the low range 
of sea level rise by 2080, wind waves and boat wake will likely overtop the seawall at 
some or all locations during high tide.  If San Diego Bay experiences the moderately high 
or high range of future sea level rise, then wind waves or boat wake will routinely 
overtop the seawall during low tide, total water level without waves will routinely exceed 
the seawall height during high tides and waves or boat wake will add to the flooding. 
Under any of the projected sea level rise scenarios, the promenade would be flooded 
occasionally and the lower level development associated with the Convention Center 
expansion (the retail space and the truck docking area) could also be at risk.   
 
In order to avoid environmental impacts, the proposed development should not add to the 
seawall for flood protection, but rather should implement programs of sand bag 
placement for temporary protection of the retail space and truck docking area. If flooding 
becomes too frequent, the retail space could be abandoned. The retail space could be built 
now at a higher elevation. Alternatively, the ramp to the rooftop plaza could be elevated 
now, providing the flexibility to elevate the retail space in the future.  The truck docking 
area might need to install flood barriers and limit deliveries to times when the access and 
truck areas are not flooded. 
 
Flooding from the Storm Drain: A second possible source of flooding to the proposed 
project is backwater from the storm drain. The storm drain near the Convention Center 
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Expansion is at about elevation +6.47’ NGVD29.  Whenever water levels in the Bay 
exceed this elevation, the Bay water can back up into the storm drain and flood 
Convention Way.  There will be a small delay between the Bay water level and the inland 
water level; however, these two water levels will be fairly similar. The promenade area 
will be flooded whenever the water level in the Bay is higher than the elevation of the 
storm drain.  This situation can be corrected for the short term by installing a one-way 
valve on the storm drain to prevent backwater. Eventually, the Bay water elevation will 
not be low enough for a long enough period of time to allow the storm drain system to 
discharge inland flood waters.  This will not occur immediately and it will not be 
exacerbated by the Convention Center Expansion. However, it will be a problem that will 
have to be addressed throughout the San Diego storm water program since this will be 
just one of the many storm drains that will have backwater problems due to rising sea 
level.  However, until this situation is corrected, backwater from the storm drain will be a 
possible source of flood waters that could threaten the lower levels of development at the 
Convention Center Expansion.  
 
Tsunamis: The proposed Convention Center Expansion will be located in an area subject 
to tsunami inundation.  While the last recorded tsunami resulting in as much as 4 feet of 
run-up (based on observational information from a 1862 earthquake that caused a 
submarine slide that was the source of the tsunami), the more recent Pacific Ocean 
tsunamis (Alaska, Chile and Japan) have caused a maximum water elevation of about 2 
feet. The water currents from these long-period waves were quite damaging to boats in 
the harbor, but the overland flows were insignificant. Nevertheless, tsunamis can be very 
damaging and potentially fatal events.   
 
The provided analysis acknowledges the potential for tsunami risk and has provided a 
copy of the Hilton Tsunami Preparedness Plan. Although no preparedness plan has been 
prepared for the Convention Center Expansion at this time, such a plan should be 
prepared prior to issuance of coastal development permit for the SDCC, providing 
information on who will be responsible for the plan, how information will be conveyed to 
the people using the Convention Center Expansion, employee training efforts, 
coordination with the local Office of Emergency Services for tsunami warning and 
response, and any additional information that might be appropriate for a high-volume, 
visitor serving facility.  
 
Summary: The proposed Convention Center Expansion will be in a location that is at 
risk from flooding due to seawall overtopping, backwater from the storm drain and 
tsunamis.  The risks from first two flooding situations might be minimized by 
modifications to the project design or modifications to the storm drain system. The 
tsunami risk cannot be avoided, but can be addressed through a preparedness program 
that plans for a possible event, develops options for safe notification and evacuation, 
provides information to employees and visitors to the convention center and coordinates 
the emergency responders in the San Diego area. These items should be incorporated in 
the permit conditions for the SDCC and the Hilton. Therefore, the PMPA can be found 
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consistent with the hazard protection policies of the Coastal Act. The recommendation of 
denial is based on inconsistency with the public access, public recreation, and visual 
quality protection policies of Chapter 3 and Chapter 8. 
 
F. Consistency with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).  
 
The proposed amendment was the subject of an Environmental Impact Report under 
CEQA. The EIR was subject to public review and hearing and was adopted by the Board 
of Port Commissioners. The Port of San Diego is the lead agency and the responsible 
agency for purposes of CEQA. In the final EIR the Port identified that even after 
adopting all feasible mitigation measures, there would be significant unavoidable 
environmental impacts on the following areas: project-related impacts on Air Quality; 
Geology and Soils; Greenhouse Gas Emissions; Land Use and Planning; Public Services 
and Recreation; Transportation, Circulation, and Parking; and Utilities, Service Systems, 
and Energy; and cumulative impacts on Air Quality; Geology and Soils; Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions; Land Use and Planning; and Transportation, Circulation, and Parking. The 
Port determined that specific economic, social, and other benefits of the proposed project 
outweigh the project’s unavoidable adverse environmental effects.  In making this 
determination, the Port made statements of overriding considerations. For example, the 
Port identified the following overriding considerations: that the project would increase 
employment opportunities, create new and improved public access and shoreline 
enhancements in the Project area, stimulate economic growth for the Port, the City of San 
Diego, and the overall region and will develop economically feasible land uses in the 
Project area generate revenue, encourage private sector participation, and permit San 
Diego’s Convention Center to remain competitive in the convention and meeting 
business. Therefore, the Port determined that the benefits of the project outweigh its 
significant environmental impacts, and therefore, such impacts are considered acceptable. 
 
However, the Commission has found that the PMPA cannot be found in conformance 
with Chapter 3 and Chapter 8 policies of the Coastal Act due to the potential for 
significant adverse impacts to the environment of the coastal zone, including the potential 
to result in significant individual or cumulative impacts to sensitive resources, recreation, 
and the visual quality of the environment of the coastal zone. There are feasible 
alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available as described above which would 
substantially lessen any significant adverse effect which the amendment may have on the 
environment Therefore, the Commission finds that the PMPA is inconsistent with the 
California Environmental Quality Act.  
 
 
(G:\San Diego\Reports\Port\PMPA #45 6-PSD-MAJ-44-13 Convention Cnr Expansion III stfrpt.docx) 
 







































































































































































































































































Lilly, Diana@Coastal 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Ms. Lilly, 

Jeffrey Davis <jtrappdavis@gmail.com> 
Tuesday, September 24, 2013 1:09 PM 
Lilly, Diana@Coastal 
comments on the proposed San Diego Convention Center expansion 

I spoke with Cory Briggs recently about the proposed expansion to the San Diego Convention Center and he 
suggested that I write to you. 

First of all, I'd like to express my concern that the proposal degrades public waterfront access. The rooftop park 
proposed does not compensate for extending the length of the building and removing nearly all of the adjacent 
ground -level open space along the water. The southern half of the harbor downtown is mostly inaccessible to 
the public. The Convention Center site is key to that access and benefits from sitting right at the foot of the 
Gaslamp. Existing public uses at the site are already very limited and in need of substantial improvements. 
Where we could be restoring a real public waterfront connection, the current proposal moves in the other 
direction. 

Besides the Convention Center building itself, waterfront access is inhibited throughout the area by car and rail 
traffic along Harbor Drive separating the harbor from downtown. Early proposals for the expansion included a 
bridge at 4th A venue, which has since been cut to reduce costs. In all , I can't help but suspect that the poor 
pub lic waterfront access in the proposal reflects aggressive cost cutting driving the design. The project was 
ori ginally reported to be $ !-billion in 2009 and reduced in stages to $520-million by the end of2011. It may be 
that $520-million isn't enough to both expand the faci lity and preserve/restore waterfront access. (That the 
current financing plan does not include any direct private funding indicates to me that more is possible.) 

The question of the Convention Center's need for a contiguous facility has been raised. I have no expertise but 
think that is a plausible requirement. I don't however think that what is proposed is the only or best way to meet 
that. 

To illustrate that contiguous alternatives exist, I made a quick sketch of an idea to "cut and cover" the adjacent 
section of Harbor Drive and rail lines, building the expansion and street-level public access above. I have 
addi tiona! comments there about some advantages of this sort of approach. 
ht tps://plus.google.com/u/0/ 1093 563 08251664342969/posts/cR2srkPtTmL 

As a San Diegan I've seen us squander many opportunities, settling for expediency and low cost. The 
Convention Center expansion is among the largest projects in the city's hi story. I want to see it done in ways 
that improve the overall fabric of the city. We can do better than what is proposed. (For the record, a bridge at 
4th A venue would be an improvement, but only a very small one in my opinion.) 

Thank you for your time. If I can answer any questions or be any help, please let me know. 

Sincerely, 

Jeffrey Davis 
San Diego 
61 9-549-7643 

1 



Lilly, Diana@Coastal 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Diana : 

Cory Briggs <Cory@briggslawcorp.com> 
Thursday, September 26, 2013 11 :38 AM 
Lilly, Diana@Coastal 
Convention Center Expansion 
2013-08-26_JCK.pdf 

Yesterday Steve Peace dropped off several pages of maps, designs, etc. showing an alternative site for a (non
contiguous) expansion of the convention center. He dropped those of for me, to be used during my presentation to the 
Coastal Commission next month on behalf of the San Diego Navy Broadway Complex Coalition and him. The docs were 
provided to me in response to the attached recent lette r from me to JMI. 

Please include them in the materials provided to the commissioners. Thanks. 

Cory 

Cory J. Briggs 
Briggs Law Corporation 
San Diego County: 814 Morena Boulevard, Suite 107, San Diego, CA 92110 
Inland Empire: 99 East "C" Street, Suite 111 , Upland , CA 91786 
Telephone: 619-221-9280 (San Diego) , 909-949-7115 (Inland Empire) 
Facsimile 619-515-6410 (San Diego), 909-949-7121 (Inland Empire) 
E-mail: cory@briggslawcorp .com 

Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail, and print double-sided whenever possible. 

Important Notice: This message contains confidential information intended only for the use of the addressee(s) named 
above and may contain information that is legally privileged. If you are not an addressee or the person responsible for 
delivering this message to the addressee(s) , you are hereby notified that reading , disseminating , distributing , or copying 
th is message is strictly prohibited . If you have received this message by mistake, please immediately notify me by replying 
to this message and then delete the original message and your reply immediately thereafter. Thank you very much . 

Internal Revenue Service Circular 230 Disclosure: Nothing in this message is in tended or written by Briggs Law 
Corporation (including its attorneys and staff) to be used and cannot be used for the purpose of (1) avoiding penalties 
under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting , marketing , or recommending to another party any transaction or matter 
addressed in this message. 
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September 26, 2013 SEP 2 7 2013 
CALl-Oi<N . . 

California Coastal Commission 
·San Diego Coast District Office 
7575 Metropolitan Drive Suite I 03 
San Diego, California 92108-4402 
(619) 767-2370 

COASTAL COMMISSION 
SAN DIEGO COAST DISTRICT 

Sherilyn Sarb ssarb@;coastal.ca.gov 

Subject: 

. Deborah Lee dle~t,coastal.ca.gov 
Diaria Lilly dlilly@coastal.ca.gov 
Geologist Mark Johnson ( 415-904-5245) 
Mark.Johnsson@:coastal.ca.gov 

Deny Convention Center Expansiol'l and Port Master Plan Amendment. 
Based on Ignoring Viable Project Alternatives and Sites, Substandard Seismic 
Hazard Analysis and Mitigation for the Planning Area, and llleg~tl Hotel Tax 
Scheme Funding Without the Constitutionally required Public Vote. 

Thursday, October I 0, 2013. 25. Local Coastal Programs (LCPs). 
25d. Port Master Plan Amendment No. 45 (Convention Center Expansion . 
II). Public hearing and action on request by the Port District to amend its certified 
Port Master Plan to revise text, graphics, and project list to provide for the 
construction of a 740,000 squl:).re feet.' addition to the Convention Center; 
construction of a 5 acre rooftop park/plaza atop the Center, realignment and 
narrowing of Convention Way bayward, construction of a new 372-ft. high, 
500-room hotel tower and associated ballrooms at the existing Hilton Hotel to the 
south. (DL-SD). 

Dear California Coastal Commission: 

Please DENY the Port Master Plan Amendment (PMPA) for the Convention Center 
Expansion based on three ignored public issues: Lack of Alternative Projects/Sites 
Analyzed, Hiding Scientific Evidence of Active Faulting in the Planning Area, and 
Denying the Public the Right to Vote on an Illegal Hotel Tax Increase Scheme based 
upon ignoring our California Constitution. Attached please find correspondence on these 
ignored issues dated June 29, 20 12; May 7, 20 12; Apri I 24, 20 12; May 18, 201 I ; and 
February 28, 2011. 

The Four Project Alternatives analyzed in the Draft EIR did not include ANY Project 
Alternatives and Site Alternative brought by the public. The Port failed .to analyze 
Alternative Projects including our proposed 15-acre Multi-Purpose NFL Stadium 
Contiguous Convention Center Expansion, ·instead of a stand alone 5-acre Convention 
Center Expansion with a roof top park. 

Please deny the PMPA and force the Port to Anal.)'ze Alternative Projects and Sites 
including our 15-acre Contiguous NFL/Olympic Stadium and Convention Center 
Expansion, the Chargers preferred site in the East Village, the Marina in front of the original 
Convention Center adjacent the Marriott Hotel: Tenth Avenue Marine Terminal (TAMT), 
and an elevated platform over the Railroad and Trolley tracks adjacent Harbor Drive. 

http:.;,\""' .poiiof~anqje_gQ.QI:g/conve_t_ltion-c~ntcr-cxpansion-project.html 

Also please required the Port to analyze our idea of a Full Tidelands Reclamation. 



I . 

2. Substandard Seismic Hazard Analysis for the Port Master Plan Amendment. 
The preliminary Geological Reconnaissance report in the Draft EIR is a great starting 
point, but not complete or the Standard of Care as part of the Port Master Plan 
Amendment (PMPA). 

·Fault Investigations in the EIR were only performed in a 5-acre area where active faulting 
is not suspected. Please confirm or deny any active faulting In our public Embarcadero 
from the Tenth Avenue Marine Terminal to the full North Embarcadero 'visionary Plan 
area. In addition, CEQA required full Geotechnical and Fault Investigations, not just the 
preliminary Geological Reconnaissance reports included in the Draft EIR. Then 
according to the Seismic Safety Hazards Act, the Fault Investigation are requ.ired to be 
sent to the State Geologist for incorporation into updated Alquist-Priolo Maps. 

State Geologist John Parrish has been quoted in news articles that the State is ultimately 
responsible for confirming or denying active faulting. Therefore before the next public 
hearing our State Geologist John Parrish should be consulted for advice on how to move 
forward to map and delineate the exact location of active faults and associated Fault 
Buffer Setbacks in the full Planning Area. Attached are new article on the Hollywood 
faults. John .Parrish@conservation.ca.gov 916-445-1825 

3. Disengaging voters by allowing the City and Port, and CCFD to bypass Voters 
·constitutionally protected right to vote to increase Special Taxes, like TOT Hotel Taxes. 

The Port and City of San Diego ,has been denying citizen taxpayers the Right to vote to 
increase Hotel Taxes on visitors. After denying the PMPA, our State Attorney General 
Kamala Harris should be contacted for legal advise on the ~ketchy funding plan. Our 
solution is Proposed Ballot Language for the final Special Election for Mayor after the 
primary on November 19, 2013. 

Ballot Initiative to increase the City of San Diego ' s Transient Occupancy Tax (TOT) by 
five percent (5%), for a total maximum TOT Rate of 15.5 percent for sole use on 
Regional Public Infrastructure, Roads, and Public Park Lands for actual and tangible 
civic improvements. 

"Shall the City Charter and San Diego Municipal Code be amended to increase the 
transient occupancy tax (TOT) paid solely by hotel and motel visitors by 5 %, from 
I 0.5% to 15.5%, and shall the additional 5 percent i11crease in TQT funds be put into a 

'trust and earmarked to fund regional public Capitol infrastructure, road repairs, 
Community Plan Updates, Regional Parks1 coastal projects, and full Reclamation of 
our public tidelands; including an advisory approval for a desalination plant and 
cistern that would serve as a waterproof bathtub structural foundation for a privately 
funded , multi-purpose NFL Stadium and Contiguous Convention Center Phase Ill 
Expansion on State of California public tidelands in San o'iego Bay; and shal'l public 
audits be conducted of the uses of these funds?" 

Regards, 

Katheryn Rhodes 
371 San Fernando Street, San Diego, California 92106 
rhodes1a laplayahcritagc.com 619-523-4350 
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U.S. NEWS. 
September 20, 2013, 6:11 p.m. ET 

Fault Line Splits ;Hollywood 

Drama Swirls Over Quake-Zone Mappingfor Los 
Angeles Development Project . 

By TAMARA AUDI 

LOS ANGELES-The Hollywood fault, a 1 0-mile fracture running beneath the storied neighborhood, hasn't 
ruptured in at least 7,000 years. But it is causing plenty of upheaval on the surface. The Millennium Hollywood 
project, planned for the lot in the foreground, would see two towers rise next to the Capitol Records building, 
seen in background. A potential fault line is complicating development plans. 
The fault has sparked a battle over a $664 million residential and commercial tower project proposed for a s ite 
that max-or may not-have the fissure running through it. On ~ne side are ~he site's developers, who say the 
fault concerns are overblown and a convenient issue for their critics on the other side, local residents opposed to 
the project's scale. 

The uncertainty over the fault's location has also revealed a disconnect between state earthquake-safety law and 
local enforcement of that law. "The way the system is set up doesn't provide very rigorous oversight over 
whether or not you're building in a dangerous area," said Lucy Jones, senior science adviser for risk reduction for 
the U.S. Geological Survey, referring to flexibility in local enforcement of safety standards and a lack of 
government resources. . 
Since 1972, California law has banned building directly on top of active earthquake faults capable of rupturing 
the surface. Such faults could rip buildings apart as the two sides of the fault slide past each other in a quake. But 
state geologists, charged with mapping thousands of miles of active faults, still haven't mapped them all
including the Hollywood fault- which has left L.A. city officials to rely on older and less-detailed maps to make 
decisions about development. 

The city isn't waiting for the state map to p,ush ahead with a $2.5 billion development pipeline in Hollywood 
meant to transform the scruffy tourist destination into an urban oasis-a plan championed by new Mayor Eric 
Garcetti. The Millennium Hollywood project, with two sleek towers flanking the landmark Capitol Records 
building, is considered the crown jewel of that effort. "It's taken 40 years for [the state] to get down here" and. 
map, said Luke Zamperini, spokesman for the department of building and safety. "We have our own 
geologists ... . We get a pretty good idea of what's going on." 

Developers of the towers submitted an environmental-impact report to the city based on an old city map that 
showed the fault nearly half a mile from their site. A more re~ent. but less .detailed map used by a different city 
department shows the fault about 200 feet from the site. 

John Parrish, the state's geologist, told city officials the fault may run through the site itself, and said the state 
map would be finished by early next year. This summer, the city council approved the project anyway. 
1'This is a matter of thousands of lives," said Robert P. Silverstein, the lawyer for a group of Hollywood-area 
neighborhood associations suing the city and developers to stop the project. "This is a fight to ensure that ~ity hall 
cannot throw inconvenient laws and facts to the wind." 



Developers called the allegations "specious." City officials and developers insist the project will be safe and sa id 
L.A. won't allow development over a fault. · 

"This is a manufactured controversy driven by our opponents"wh9 would like to stop the project," said Philip 
Aarons, a founding partner of Millennium Partners, the developer. 

Millennium's developers will be required to conduct more testing on the site before they can get building 
permits- as the state map would have likely required anyway-city officials and developers noted . Mr. 
Silverstein says the additional testing wouldn't have happened without ne ighbors publicly raising concerns about 
the fault. 

California has so far mapped 5,000 miles 9f active surface faults on 553 maps across the state-or about 60% of 
the known active surface faults . The maps create study zones around faults. if a development falls within that 
zone, the developer is required by law to conduct geological testing before building. The state has about 300 more 
maps to produce. 

Some local governments, like Los Angeles, had their own fault-zoning programs, so California "focused its 
limited funding assets on other population areas," said Mr. Parrish , the state geologist. He said despite the 
situation in L.A., he believes most local governments are properly enforcing the law. Local governments have to 
balance economic development with safety and can't be expe~ted to put development on hold, said Richard 
McCarthy, head of the state's Seismic .Safety Commission. "If the state map's not coming out for five years, that's 
a problem for local government," he said. · 

Many communities have produced their own maps while waiting for the state map, or turned to academic or 
federal government experts for mapping help, but the accuracy varies, seismic safety experts said. Local officials 
also have leeway in making decisions about the extent of the geological testing. And, though the state • 
recommends setting a building back at least 50 feet from a fault, local officials can permit developers to build 
closer to the fault. California, with thousands of active faults , as well as experience with large, devastating 
quakes, is c;onsidered advanced when it co.mes to earthql}ake safety regulations and building codes, compared to 
other quake-prone states. 

Scientists believe the Hollywood fault last tuptured between 7,000 and 9,500 years ago- barely a long weekend 
on the geologic time scale- and say the fault is capable of unleashing a 7.0 magnitude quake. From his office 
overlooking the site of his future project, with the Hollywood sign fratned through a window, Mr. Aarons said he 
is optimistic about moving ahead, although two lawsuits filed against the project will delay his plans to break 
ground next year. 

On Friday, opponents suing the Miiiennium project called for an ethics investigation into the city's head of 
building and safety, which issues construction permits, over a "poss ibly improper relationship" with developers. 
Opponents said the department head's son had an internship with the law firm representing the developer at city 
hall. A spokesman for the department didn't immediately respond to a request for comment. Even if a portion of 
the fault is found to cross the site, he said, the size of the nearly 4 Y2-acre site allows him flexibility to build so the 
towers aren't on top of the fault- if it is there at all, he said. "The Hollywood fault is somewhere," Mr. Aarons 
said. "I think people will feel better when ~hey know where it is. I think I know where it isn't." 

A version of this article appeared September 21, 2013, on page A3 in the U.S. edition of The Wall Street Journal, 
with the headline: Fault Line Splits Hollywood. · 



http: '' \V\\ .Ia\\ eckl) .com/20 13-09-19/ncws/hollywood·-lault-millennium/full/ 
How the Hollywood Fault Made Millennium~s Future Uncertain, and L.A. a Laughingstock 
By Gracie Zheng Thursday, Sep 19 2013. Note: An unedited version of this story was inadvertently published 
online on Sept. 18. This is the edited version. See factual correction at erzd. 

The Los Angeles City Council rushed through its approval of the Millennium skyscrapers in Hollywood amidst 
fiery opposition, ignoring an unusual warning from California' s top geologi st that a major earthquake fault study 

. had to be undertaken before permits could legally be issued. Now, other killer fault- riddled California cities are 
marveling at the blunder that has prompted Hollywood residents to sue the city of L.A. and Millennium 
Hollywood LLC for knowingly planning 35- and 39-story towers atop a suspected " rupture fault" capable of 
opening the Earth, splitting buildings in half - and causing massive death . . .. 
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PHOTO BY TED SOQUJ. Aaron Epstein stands on Carlo"s Street. Blvd 6200, a $200 million complex that may 
illegally sit atop the Hollywood rupture fault, is underway just beyond. 

The Hayward Fault runs 50 miles through the East Bay, near the Oakland Hills and through the Oakland Zoo and 
Mills College. Like the Hollywood Fault, it ' s a rupture fault that can rip open the Earth - .not just violently shake 
it like typical dangerous faults in L.A. It's a "known killer" that produced a 7-magnitu.de quake in 1868. 
"If a project like [Millennium] were proposed in Oakland, before a decision could be made on the project, we 
would require geological study to pinpoint exactly where the active fault is within this larger fault zone," says Ed 

· Manasse, Oakland's strategic planning manager. 

In fact, under the state ' s Alquist-Priolo Act, to avoid catastrophic deaths from rupture quakes, no new buildings 
intended for human use can be built atop, or within 50 feet of, a rupture fault. In the city of Hayward , Gary Lepori 
of the Development Services Department draws a parallel between the behavior by L.A. leaders in not abiding by 
the Alquist-Priolo Act and the bizarre hubbub in Benidorm, Spain, when news broke in August about a 47-story 
skyscraper built without elevators. Reports of that civic screwup later turned out to be untrue. 
Still, Lepori ventured, " Do those kinds of mistakes happen to a deg ree in Hollywood? They let things get too far 
before they looked at stuff. Make sure it's safe." It's not yet clear who let the Millennium get too far, or why. 

In July, Gov. Jer(y Brown ' s appointee, powerful State Geologist John Parrish, alerted L.A. City Council presideht 
Herb Wesson that the Millennium Towers might fall directly within Hollywood ' s "rupture fault" zone - a 
geologically treacherous area known to geologists but not the public. It is bounded, roughly, by Las Palmas 
A venue, Gower Street, Franklin A venue and Carlos Street just north of Hollywood Boulevard. 
Like the Hayward Fault, it is capable of a killer, 7-magnitude q~ake. Yet its existence ·has remained a virtual secret 
among civic boosters and city leaders bent on remaking the aging area- and luring thousands of new residents 

· and office workers. One $200 million residential-retail complex, Blvd 6200, is half-finished·. It may well rest 
illegally and precariously- within 50 feet of the fault along Carlos Street. Experts don ' t know what to make of 
the antics at City Hall. "If a building sits on top ofa fault that breaks the surface," Parrish says, " it' s very 
dangerous ... because the ground is splitting in two. ' 

For years, Mayor Antonio Yillaraigosa, then- Hollywood City Councilman Eric Garcetti and city planning ctirector 
Michael LoGrande - cheered on by the Hollywood Chamber of Commerce - have pressed for high-rise density 
in Hollywood. Then, this year, lawyers hired by residents fighting the Millennium skyscrapers obtained stunning 
emails showing that L.A. City Geologist Dana Prevost met with a Millennium project team in 2012 and discussed 
the fact that a quake fault might run right through the controversial twin skyscraper site at .Vine and Yucca streets. 
Prevost never went public about tbis knowledge. In fact, the emails showed, Prevost privately admitted to the 



build right adjacent to the fau lt line," probably referring to Blvd 6200. In Hayward, Oakland and 103 other 
California cities containing more than 5,000 miles of active fault traces, the state is responsible for mapping and 
zoning their suspected faults . 
"A ll of those [cities] are very good about honoring those zones and enforcing special studi.es for fau lts within the 
zones,'' State Geologist Parrish says. · 
In Oakland, officials begin by definitively determining if a proj~ct .for human occupancy is within a fault zone, 

. then making sure it ' s at least 50 feet froin any rupture fault. " If we don ' t know if it's [on top of an actual] fault, 
then the city of Oakland wouldn ' t be able to approve the project," Manasse stresses. " Individual cities can make 
certain parts of the regulations more strict, but they can ' t make them less strict." 
It is the state's responsibility to map such earthquake faults and zones, as it has done meticulously statewide. 
Confusion reigns over why a definitive fault zone was not drawn for Hollywood - a dense, old community 
perched atop a potential time bomb - while rural areas facing far lesser threats were fully studied and zoned. 
Years passed, and Yillaraigosa, LoGrande and Councilman Garcetti arrived on the scene, pushing their density 
dreams for Hollywood with far taller, bigger buildings containing.far more people. 
Using incom"plete boundaries and fault lines mapped years ago in Hollywood by state geologists, city officials 
started guess ing where the fault did and did not go, approving projects - · and failing to conduct strictly required , 
geological site investigations to make certain. no new buildings were erected atop or within 50 feet of the fault. 
Then, in July, having no idea of the precise location ofthe fault, the L.A. City Council blindly voted, 13-0, to 
approve the twin skyscrapers on a block that's suspected to fall within ~r next to the earthquake zone. 
The existing state geological maps show dotted instead of solid lines where the quake zone is believed to run 
below Franklin, Las Palmas, Carlos, Gower and other streets. Now, Parrish and a state team have stepped in to 
invest igate and map the Hollywood Earthquake Zone and its faults . 

. As the Weekly reported in July, three other big projects next to or atop the suspected rupture. fault have already 
been granted various approvals by city officials : 
- The elegant, massive Blvd 6200 complex with more than 500 luxury residential units and extensive retail 
between Carlos and Hollywood Boulevard near Argyle Avenue is partly built and may not be fit for habitation if 
the state discovers that it's within 50 feet of the rupture fault. If that' s the case, the cost for lawsuits - which 
might be borne by city taxpayers - could rise into the stratosphere. Of course, the developers could be liabLe, too. 
In their environmental impact report, the Blvd 6200 developers insisted that the nearest fault zone to their project 
by the Pantages Theater was the Newport-Inglewood Fault-- five_miles away jn Culver City. 
- 6230 Yucca St., a 16-story mixed-use tower of apartments and retail , appears to sit illegally inside the fault 
zone. It has not been built but was approved by the apparently clue less, avidly pro-density? L.A. City Planning 
Commission. 
- Argyle Hotel at 1800 N. Argyle, a 16-story hotel with :225 hotel rooms, 6,000 square feet of meeting space and 
3,000 square feet of residential space, appears to sit next to the fault zone. It has not been built but was approved 
by the apparently equally clue less C ity Planning Department. , 
Aaron Epstein, 83, has lived in Hollywood since 1934; he owns the charming old Artisan's Patio on Hollywood 
Boulevard (City Historic Landmark No. 453) and pitched in $5;000 to sue the city and developer to stop 

. Millennium from being built. His father; Lou is Epstein, owned famed Pickwick Bookshop on the boulevard, now 
gone. "What upsets me is our ... elected officials at City Hall ," Epstein says. " We have six neighborhood counci l 
organizations surrounding the project. Five of them have voted against the project." He notes that just one 
neighborhood council wanted the skyscrapers - the Central Hol lywood Neighborhood Council , dominated by the 
Hollywood Chamber of Commerce, whose vice president, Laurie Goldman, is a consultant to the Millennium 
developers. Epstein is fed up with City Hall, and says Hollywood ' s District 13 City Councilman Mitch O ' F~rrell 

is " representing an out-of-state developer," and if so should "resign from office. He has no business saying he is a 
representative when he is just vot ing for whoever makes the biggest contribution to his political campaign." 
Correction: An earlier online version of this story misreported that the Millen.nium developers produced an EIR 
claiming that the nearest fault zone to their project was five miles away in Culver City. In fact, that claim was 
made by the developers of Blvd 6200, which was misidentified as 6200 Blvd. 



June29,2012 

Port of San Diego 
3165 Pacific Highway 
San Diego, California 9210 l 
Attention: Anna Buzaitis abuzaiti l(nportofsandiego.org 

Subject: Public Comments for the Draft Environmental Impact Report. 
Convention Center Phase Ill Expansion , Expansion Hotel Project, and 
Port Master Plan Amendment (UPD-83356-EIR-855 ; Sch #2010121004) 

Dear Port of San Diego: 

For the last 6 years since 2006, the Port of San Diego, City of San Diego, the foriner CCDC, the 
North Embarcadero Visional Plan (NEVP) Joint Powers Authority (JPA), and now the State of 
California Coastal Commission (CCC) has allowed publically paid for scientific evidence of 
active faulting to be hidden from the public through a piece-meal approach for several 
development projects. 

Instead of requiring full Geotechnical and Fault Investigations for public trust tidelands, all 
government officials have not enforced the State's Seismic Safety Act (SSA) that requires 
scientific investigation to confirm or deny active faulting, and for the reports and analyzes to be 
sent to the State Geologist for incorporation into updated Alquist-Priolo maps. 

By using the piece meal approach , active faulting identified on Caltrans maps does not match map~ 
published by the City of San Diego, Seismic Safety Element of the General Plan, SANG IS , County 
of San Diego, State Alquist-Prio lo, California Geological Survey (CGS), and the USGS. Caltrans 
has. identified active faulting in the.North Embar9adero, Seaport Village, Old Police Headquarters, 
and Ruocco Park trending to the Navy Broadway Complex (NBC). Caltrans has also delineated 
active faults through the original Convention Center built in 1985. Active faulting and ongoing 
creep movement may be responsible for water intrusion and constant 24 hour pumping required to 
keep the 2 story Convention Center subterranean parking garage dry. Alquist-Priolo maps also 
show presumed faulting on the Tenth Avenue Marine Terminal (TAMT). 

Fault investigations in the draft EIR specifically does flot include areas where active faulting is 
presumed including discussion on presumed active faults ·identified above. In fact fault 
investigations in the Draft EIR were only performed in areas where active faulting is not 
suspected. Please confirm or deny any active faulting in our public Embarcadero from the Tenth 
Avenue Marine Terminal to the full North Embarcadero Visionary Plan area. In addition , CEQA 
required full Geotechnical and Fault Investigations, not just the preliminary Geological 
Reconnaissance reports included in the Draft EIR. 

Regards 

Katheryn Rhodes and Conrad Hartsell MD 
371 San Fernando Street 
San Diego, California 92106 
619-523-4350 rhodes a laplayahcritagc.com 



May 7, 2012 

Cit:y Council, Mayor Sanders, City Attorney Goldsmith · 
City of San Diego 
202 C Street 
San Diego, California 92101 

Subject: Parallel Alternative Transient Occupancy Tax (TOT) Vote for November 6, 2012. 
Item 150 of City Council Hearing Monday, May 7, 2012. 
Convention Center Facilities District (yCFD) No. 2012-1 Validation of Special Tax. 

References: v\ wv. .tin) url.co.m/20 120507b Item 150 Backup documentation. 
http://v,ww.tinyurl.comr>O 120 I 03a Ballot Language for a 5 percent increase in TOT 
for public infrastructure, roads, and park land only. 
http: //www.tinyurl.com/20 111225 Backup documentation. 

Dear City of San Diego: 

Please consider a parallel alternative 5 percent city-wide. Transient Occupancy Tax (TOT) ballot 
language to be approved by the City Council for the public election ofNovember 6, 2012. An 
alternative plan is required to pay for the Convention Center Phase III Expansion, just in case the 
"Special Tax" to bond $575 mi llion is not found valid by the Superior Court the City is required to 
issue a "NoticeofCessation of Special Tax Lien," and the TMD cannot be revived in 2013. 

As stated by outside special legal counsel, Orrick Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP in their September 22 , 
2011 letter to the City of San Diego; Orrick "will not be providing an opinion to the City of San 
Diego on the legality of the City's proposed Convention Center Facilities District enabling 
ordinance. This letter is expressly not such an opinion ... We believe the San Diego Superior Court 
should properly be able to issue its validation judgment upholding the enabling ordinance and the 
Convention Center Facilities District. " 

The current 2 percent Tourist Marketing District (TMD) and its annual $28 million in new 
revenue are set to expire on December 31, 2012, after five years. The 1 to 3 percent Special Tax • 
validation claim to the courts may take up to one year to validate. There is a great chance that the 
City of San Diego and the Convention Center Phase III Expansion pr.oject will be in financial 
trouble if a TOT is not put on the bal lot, just in case. There is nothing to lose by trying. 

According to Resolution-2008-451 '·Document No. RR-303226 linked below, the TMD is for 
five years, "commencing on January 1, 2008, and terminating on December 31 , 20 12." 
http : \\\\\\ .sandiego.gov/treasurer/pdf/ r303226.pdf. The origins of the 2 percent city-wide 
TMD is that the San Diego region was leaving good money on the table (TMD = · $28 million this 
year) by Taxpayers refusing to increase the visitor-paying TOT by 2.5 percent to 13 percent by 
two pub I ic votes in 2004. The reasons why taxpayers "voted no both times was because of the 
specific wording in the ballot proposals, that either gave the hotel industry more money as a 
percentage (March 2004), or any Tax Increase would go to the General Fund and be spent of 
City Pensions without the required reforms (November 2004). 



Beside the legality of a Special Tax; with no public vote to increase the TOT on November 6, 
2012, and the TMD expiring on December 31 ; 2012, many San Diego institutions may not have 
a secure source of funding in 2013 and beyond, including, but not limited to: 

• The San Diego Convention and Visitors Bureau CONVIS $6,450,000. 
• Competitor Group Rock and Roll Marathon $145,51 0 
• San Diego Bowl Game Association (Poinsettiq, Bowl and Holiday Bowl) $375,000. 
• San Diego Sports Commission $395,391. 

Please consider a parallel and alternative financing plan to the TMD and Special Tax through 
a public 5 percent TOT vote for a new multi-purpose NFL Stadium and contiguous Convention 
Center Expansion on our waterfront for public infrastructure, roads, and regional parks only. 
The TOT increase would come with the condition that all workers receive at least the minimum 
Living Wage, and our San Diego Convention Center would be under public control. 

Tht: current TMD end on December 31 , 2012; and according to the news the latest Hoteliers vote 
to increase the TMD up to 3 percent will not be decided by the courts until next year. Therefore, 
there is a huge potential for the San Diego area to lose the current 2 percent TMD which has a 
budget of $28 million ($27,974,946) for FY 2012, and the up to 3 percent Special Tax, if a 5 
percent TOT increase is not pursued on the November 6, 2012 election. 

Our parallel Alternative Ballot language for the November 6, 2012 election keeps union and 
public control of the San Diego Convention Center Cprporation (SDCCC); meets all the needs 
for Contiguous expansion; and forces the Chargers, NFL; and business interest to actually pay 
for a structure by continuous use throughout the year. 

Regards, 

Katheryn Rhodes and Conrad Hartsell , MD 
371 San Fernando Street 
San Diego, California 92106 
619-523-4350 
rhodes@ laplayaheritage.com 



• 

April 24, 2012. 

Subject: San Diego Democrats should not be afraid to put a 5% TOT on the November 6, 2012 Ballot. 
Analysis and History of City of San Diego ' s I 0.5% ,Transient Occupancy Tax (TOT); 
Original 5-year Tourist Marketing District Tax (TMD) of2% which expires December 31, 20 12; 
and the newly approved 1% to 3% TMD Special Tax for a Convention Center Facility District. . 

Dear San Diego Citizens and Democrats: 

Problem: The City of San Diego has a low Transient Occupancy Tax (TOT) Rate compared to other 
cities in California and tourist destinations in the United States of America. www.tinyurl.com/20 l 002l6a 

Due to Republicans, developers, and the hoteliers influence; San Diego Democrats are scared to put 
forward a 5 percent Transient Occupancy Tax (TOT) on visitors on the November 6, 2012 ballot for 
fear of being called taX: and spend Liberals, and fear of Failu~e. Instead, t~e Democrats are allowing 
San Diego Republicans, developers, and the hoteliers-to privately increase the City of San Diego ' s 
hotel tax rate by 5 percent for an effective 15.5 percent rate, through an extension of the current 2 
percent Tourist Marketing District (TMD) which is set to expire on December 31, 2012; and without 
the requirement for a public vote of the people. 

San Diego ' s 10.5 percent Transient Occupancy Tax (TOT) Rate ha's been the same for the last 18 years 
since it was increased on June 20, 1994, by Ordinance 0-18078 N.S. Ten years later in 2004, two 
ballot measures to increase San Diego ' s TOT Rate were rejected by voters. Please see Appendix A for 
news artic les and documentation from the County Registrar of Voters for the two failed proposed TOT 
increases in 2004, and the fai led half-cent sales tax increase for the City of San Diego's General Fund 
in 20 I 0 including ballot arguments in favor and against the proposed City of San Diego Tax increases. 

http: \\\\\\.\ oiccofsandicgo.org. opinion/slop/article_ 4 793aefc-70f9-11 e0-936f-OO I cc4c002eO.html 

"The idea is to both renew the existing levy and then increase it to pay for the expansion. And 
increase it in levels. So, visitors)o the hotels closest to the Convention Center will pay a higher fee 
than those farther away and so on in concentr.ic circles throughout the city. There are two problems: 
1) The original2 percent levy is scheduled to expire soon. 2) It's unclear whether extending it and 
maybe adding to it would require a vote ofthe people, especially in light of a new law, 
Proposition 26, that requires that anything that looks like a tax be subject to the vote of the people." 

If Jo//n/J)('t/111 .nrg 1rd1. illlle 1 php. Calijim1ia Proposilion :ln. Supamajorit\· \'ole /o Pass New ·Tax e.\ and_ Fees (20 I 0) 

"California Proposition 26, or the Supermajority Vote to Pass New Taxes and Fees Act, was on the 
\o,·enlher 2. 2010 /Ja/lot in Cal(lornia as an initiated con vtitutiona/ wiwulment , where it was approved." 

In 2005, after losing both 2004 public e lections to raise the Transient Occupancy Tax (TOT) San 
Diego Hoteliers, Republican leadership, Mayor Sanders, and the Regional Chamber of Commerce 
started the formation of the San Diego Tourist Marketing District (SDTMD) which started collecting 
the 2% TMD taxes on January I, 2008 for a 5 year trial period. The current San Diego Tourism 
Marketing District agreement is sched uled to sunset on December 31 , 2012. For Fiscal Year 2009 the 
private TMD co ll ected $25,855, 175 in projected assessments from hoteliers. For Fiscal Year 2012, 
the 2 percent TMD revenue has increased to $27,974,946. 
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The San Diego Tourism Marketing District (SDTMD) is a private nonprofit, mutual-benefit 
corporation dedicated to improving tourism and hotel roollil night consumption in the City of San 
Diego. http: ;,, '' '' .sdtmd.org/ 

Currently the self-serving SDTMD is working on a Renewal and Increase of the private TMD to a 
maximum of 5 percent for downtown hotels near the Convention Center Phase Ill Expansion, and 
3 percent for outlying hotels in La Jolla and San Ysidro, for a total effective Hotel Tax Rate of 15.5 
percent (TOT + TMD) within the City of San Diego. The formation of a Convention Center 
Facilities District allows the City of San Diego to a incur bonded indebtedness up to $575 million 
with a "Special Tax" through the TMD to finance the Third Convention Center Expansion with 
annual p,rojected Special Tax revenues of$35.7 million annually. www.t"nyurl.com/20120124a 

The local Republican hoteliers ' Tourist Marketing District (TMD) financing plaD for the Third 
Convention Center Expansion includes a specific clause that will allow the most expensive and 
profitable smaller conventions to be moved from our public Convention Center to the private 
Manchester Grand Hyatt, Mission Bay, La Jolla, Mission Valley, and other local non~unions hotels 
who refuse to pay their workers San Diego ' s minimum Living Wage of$13.37 per hour. The TMD 
Hoteliers are content with paying non-union hotel employ~es the California Minimum Wage of only 
$8.00 per hour, a 41% decrease to the Living Wage to order to create private profits for millionaires 
from a private tax scheme, that may be declared illegal due to passage of Proposition 26 in 20 I 0. 
http: '' '' '' .sandicgo.gO\ administration pdf/ lwo _''age _ ratcs.pdf 
http: \\" \\ .dol.gm \\ hd/m in\\age/america.htm#Cal iforn ia 

March 2, 2004- Proposition C. Emergency Services, Roads, Parks, Tourism and other 
Specified Uses Ordinance. http://w\\ w .co.san-diego.ca.us/voters/Eng/archive/200403 bull.pdf 

:'Shall the City increase the trattsient occupancy tax (TOT) paid b-y hotel and motel visitors by 
2 .5%, and shall these funds, along with some current TOT funds, be earmarked to fund Fire
Rescue and Police emergency services, equipment and facilities; road improvements; park 
and coastal improvements; tourism promotion; and library and arts programs; and shall 
public audits be conducted of the uses of these funds?" 

The March 2, 2004 Proposition C required 2/3 voter approval to increase the TOT by 2.5 percent, for 
a total TOT rate of 13 percent. The Ballot measure failed ~ith 152,207 votes (61.76%) Yes, and 
94,140 votes (38.24%) No. The funds from Proposition C would have mainly gone to Con Vis 
administration and Public Safety pensions including Fire-Rescue and Police emergency services, and 
not necessarily for visitor-serving projects or the City of San Diego ' s General Fund. 

Proponents of the March 2, 2004 Proposition C included the San Diego Lodging Industry 
Association, San Diego City Firefighters, and the San Diego Police Officer Association. 

Opponents of Proposition C included Richard Rider, J. Bruce Henderson , Norma Damashek, and the 
San Diego Union Tribune Editorial page. 
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November 2, 2004- Proposition J. Emergency Services, Roads, Parks, Tourism and other 
Specified Uses Ordinance. http: / \\\\"" .co.san-dicg ).Ca.us/voters/Eng/archive/200403bull.pdf 

"Transient Occupancy Tax. Shall the City Charter and San Diego Municipal Code be 
amended to increase the transient occupancy tax (TOT) paid solely by hotel and motel 
visitors from 10.5% to 13% to be used for general governmental purposes?" 

The November 2, 2004 Proposition J required majority (50%) voter approval to increase the 
TOT by 2.5 percent, for a total TOT rate of 13 percent. The Ballot measure failed with 175,031 
votes (41.59%) Yes, and 245 ,805 votes (58.41 %) No. The funds from Proposition J would have 
gon_e directly to the City of San Diego's General Fund, and towards P.ension payments. 

Proponents of the November 2, 2004 Proposition J included the San Diego City Firefighters, 
San Diego Police Officer Association, William Lansdowne Chief of Police, ·and Norma 
Damashek- Vice President of the League of Women Voters. 

Opponents of Proposition J including the San Diego Lodging Industry Association, Howard 
Jarvis Taxpayer Association , the San Diego County Taxpayer Association, and the San Diego 
Union Tribune Editorial page. • 

San Diego Hoteliers were against the November 2, 2004 TOT increase, and marketed 
Proposition J as a "Pension Tax" into the City's General Fund with no benefits for Hoteliers or 
tourist interests. Hoteliers stated that ANY increase in TOT would make San Diego less 
attractive for conventions and business travel. 

However, now in 2012, the private hoteliers are trying to self-assess a 5 percent TMD Hotel Tax 
Increase and take over operational control our public Sao Diego Conyention Center Corporation. 

Solution: Proposed Ballot Language for a November 6, 2012 Ballot Initiative to increase the 
City of San Diego ' s Transient Occupancy Tax (TOT) by five percent (5%), for a total TOT Rate 
of 15.5 percent for sole use on Regional Public Infrastructure, ,Roads, and Public Park Lands for 
actual and tangible civic improvements. 

"Shall the City Charter and San Diego Municipal Code be amended to increase the 
transient occupancy tdx (TOT) paid solely by hotel and motel visitors by 5. %,from 
10.5% to 15.5%, and shall the additional5 percent increase in TOT funds be put into a 
trust and earmarked to fund regional public Capitol infrastructure, road repairs, 
Community Plan Updates, Regional Parks, coastal projects, and full Reclamation of 
our public tidelands; including an advisory approval for a desalination plant and 
cistern that would serve as a waterproof bathtub structural foundation for a privately
funded, multi-purpose NFL Stadium and Contiguous Convention Center Phase Ill 
Expansion on State of California public tidelan{l.s in San D(ego Bay; and shall public 
audits be conducted ofthe uses ofthesefunds?" 

The San Diego Convention Center Taskforce estimated that each one (I %) 'increase in the City 
of San Diego's TOT rate would create approximately $14.7 million in new revenue for the City 
of San Diego. Therefore a five (5 %) increase to the City of San Diego TOT would provide San 
Diegans with an annual $73.5 million for use on public infrast~ucture , roadway, and parks. 
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A specific percentage of the increase in TOT (maybe 2%) could be allocated to deferred 
maintenance to keep our regional public parks open creating jobs for the unemployed and youth. 
Regional parks include beaches, Balboa Park, Torrey Pines, San Diego River, San Dieguito 
River, Otay Valley Regional Park, Palomar Mountain, Mission Bay, Mission Trails, etc. 

In addition, funding would be provided to train S"an Diego County citizens for the FEMA
approved Community Emergency Response Team (CERT), which includes _liability insurance 
for Volunteers. With FEMA Liability Insurance, local CERT Volunteers and retired citizens 
could then work on regional park projects for free, without the need to Meet and Confer with the 
local Unions. 

As part of the Advisory approval, the first public infr~tructure project would include a 
CEQA/NEPA analysis for a multi-purpose NFL Stadium and contiguous Convention Center 
space on our public Waterfront. The public would pay for the structural foundation-for a full 
reclamation of our tidelands; a desalination plant, use of Embarcadero Marina Parks at Football 
Tailgate areas on Sunday, and any mitigation required. If the multi-purpose NFL Stadium and 
Contiguous Convention Center Expansion does not get the private funding required to build the 
structure without taxpayer subsidizes, than the full 5 percent increase in the TOT would go to 
other public infrastructure, roads, and park projects. Taxpayers want to see tangible physical 
results of higher taxes to improve the City of San Diego 's quality of life. 

A multi-purpose Convention Center Expansion a"nd NFL Stadium is a great idea that should not 
be discarded just because the Convention Center Board cannot be bothered looking into 
alternative plans. Publically financed Convention Centers and Stadiums share the same function 
of bringing San Diegans together to share a civic experience. "' \\V\ .tinyurl.c:om/20 I I 0 124a 

We are proposing that regional San Diego leaders get together and try to get the same deal as the 
City of Los Angeles with the NFL, AEG, and Farmer~ Insurance paying for the 15-acre multi
purpose Stadium and Convention Center structure. In San Diego, the rich AEG Live already 
books all acts at the Sports Arena, Humphrey Concerts on the Bay, etc. Farmers Insurance Open 
sponsors the annual February Torrey Pines PGA Golf Tournament. If the 5 percent increase in 
TOT is approved in November 2012, a Joint Powers Authority (JPA) would be created by the 
full San Diego County Region to analyze if a new NFL Stadium/Convention Center Expansion 
could pay for itselfby constant use. If not, then a stadium would not be built. 

No one in San Diego has marketed a new stadium in San Diego instead of Los Angeles to the rich 
NFL, AEG, or Farmers Insurance private corporations. San Diego can use the already started CEQA 
and Draft EIR process for the planned Conventicm Center Phase Ill Expansion with only the need for 
additional seismic and contaminated soils information. http://tiriyurl.com/20 II 0 J 28 

http: "'\\ vv .biljournals.com/dayton/nevvs/20 I I I 12/08/nfl-tv-rights-may-top-24-billion.html 
The NFL just signed a $24 BILLION contract for their televisi,an football rights from 2013 to 
2021. Just like at Farmers Field in Los Angeles; AEG, the NFL, the Chargers, and Farmers 
Insurance would pay for the actual translucent structure. If the Billionaires cannot pay for the 
structure by constant use, then the project would not b"e built. The site on the waterfront is 15 acres 
in size. Just like Farmers Field. in Los Angeles. Therefore the great LA design can be moved to our 
iconic Waterfront. http: //farmersfield.com / The privately funded structure would be marketed 
directly to the NFL owners and players to include an NFL Experience on site, while lobbying the 
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NFL to declare the City of San Diego as their West Coast Headquarters. San Diego would be 
marketed as a Sports Tourism and Eco-Tourism destination in conjunction with Petco Park. 

Full Tidelands Reclamation of public tidelands would create valuable waterfront subterranean 
space for parking, urban storm water capture, industrial uses, and Port operations. Full 
Reclamation of our Tidelands down to formation. material would get 'rid of the Seismic Hazard of 
Liquefaction, and help clean San Diego Bay. 

Currently, the Port ' s clean up plans ·include moving toxic contaminated soils from the Shipyard 
sediment location in east San Diego Bay to the old Convair Lagoon near the· Coast Guard 
Headquarters on North Harbor Drive. 

Our wording has Taxpayers paying for the infrastructllre, mitigation , and foundation. And just 
like LA; private funding of the actual stadium building, and all costs overruns would be the 
responsibility of the developer. All without raising taxes on locals, and without the· use of 
Redevelopment Agency Tax Increment and existing General Fund revenues sources like the 
current 10.5% TOT rate. 

San Diego could have everything she wants with a carefully worded ballot language to raised 
taxes on visitors only. San Diego should not be scared of allowing the public a vote on keeping 
the Chargers in San Diego. All financial risks would be shifted to private corporations such as 
the NFL, Chargers, AEG, and Fanners Insurance. San Diego can give the NFL, the same multi
purpose world class Stadium and Convention Center Phase III Expansion project as Farmers 
Field, but on our beautiful waterfront in San Diego instead of downtown Los Angeles. Instead of 
public ownership of an NFL Team, -there would be public ownership of a multi-purpose NFL 
Stadium and Event Center, which would also serve as Contiguous Convention Center Phase Ill 
Expansion . 

See Pages 10 to 12 linked for the 15-acre waterfront IQcation contiguous to the existing 
Convention Center Phase II Expansion, on portions of what now is parking lot, park land, 5th 
Avenue Landing Marina, and navigable waters of San Diego Bay, east of the United States 
Bulkhead line. \\\\\\.tin)uri.com/20111225 

An example of a waterproof structural foundation is the World Trade Center which was built on 
the Hudson River in New York City. http: //en.\\ih.ipedia.org/v .. iki/The_ Bathtub The City of 
San Diego has the same opportunities as the waterfront cities along the Mediterranean Sea. 
San Diego has natural physical assets that are not being optimized to their greatest potential 
COil) pared to the Cities of New Yotk and Boston, and the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach. 
A full reclamation of State Public Trust Tidelands within San Diego Bay for public infrastructure 
Capitol Improvement Project (CIP) including transportation , commerce, water, wastewater, 
student sports complex, and recreational space would pay for itself and provide an opportunity for 
San Diego to reclaim water and wastewater treatment. The naturally beautiful City of San Diego 
can be an exporter of water to our arid Southwestern United States. Plus depending on grain size 
analysis the reclaimed silt and sand could be mined to use in the concrete structural foundation s. 
San Diego could set herself up to win against Global Warming by establishment on a new higher 
bay-wide United States Bulkhead elevation to be used for future project along our San Diego Bay. 
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As far as we know, the only bathtuq structural foundation on public tidelands in San Diego was 
constructed for the original Convention Center and 2 levels of underground parking in 1985. 
Due to bad engineering planning the original Convention Cent.er leaked and requires constant 
pumping to keep dry. The leaks may be due to the active fault identified by Caltrans that runs 
through the original convention center's subterranean parking structure. 

The County of San Diego will be constructing a waterproof bathtub structural foundation to serve as 
underground parking structure on a 3-acre portion ofthe County's planned Waterfront Park, south of the 
County Administration Center (CAC). Approximately 250 stalls on one- or two-levels of underground 
parking will be constructed between Harbor Drive and Pacific Highway at an estimated cost of $18.5 
million. Costs associated with the County's 3 acre project on the Waterfront should provide financial 
estimates for basing the costs for a new 15 acre waterproof bathtub structural foundation. 
http: '' '' '' .sdcount: .ca.gov/r~usahlc _ components/images/dgs/Docum~nts/C AC _ Waterfront_Powerpoint J.pd f 

. . 
The Chargers current plan for a new stadium indudes the poor City of San Diego selling the 
publically owned Mission Valley Qualcomm Stadium and Midway Sports Arena sites to pay for 
construction of a stand-alone stadium in the East Village of downtown San Diego, which would 
serve as additional non-contiguous Convention Center space. Besides not being contiguous, the 
chosen East Village site will require Eminent Domain of at least three thriving businesses, 
destruction ofthe Historically Designated Wonder Bread Building, and relocation costs for a 
new Metropolitan Transit Service (MTS) Bus Maintenance Yard. With our plan a new 
waterfront site for a multi-purpose event center would"be.analyzed northwest ofthe TAMT, and 
would not interfere with the Working Waterfront or Port operations. 

Regards, 

Katheryn Rhodes, PE and Conrad Hartsell MD 
371 San Fernando Street, 
San Diego, California 92106 
rhodes a lap! a) ahcritagc.com, 
619-523-4350. 
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ARS Online Page 1 of3 

CAL TRANS SEISMIC MAP SHOWING GENERAL LOCATION OF ACTIVE FAULTING 

TRANSPORTATION 
Caltrans ARS Online (v1.0.4) 

ACTIVE FAULTING IN THE GENERAL LOCATION OF THE 
ORIGINAL CONVENTION CENTER WHICH NEEDS 
UNSUSTAINABLE PUMPING OF SEA WATER 24/7 365. 

This web-based tool calculates both deterministic and pf obabilistic acceleration response spectra for any location in 
California based on criteria provided in Appendix B of C/altrans Seismic Design Criteria . More ... 
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PICK THE 10 MOST BROKEN 
WATER AND SEWER MAIN 
PIPES AND ANLAYZE IF 
ACTIVE FAULTING OF THE 
ROSECANYONFAULTZONE 
THROUGH DOWNTOWN, 
MISSION BAY, AND Lf\ JOLLA, 
OR THE USE OF BRITTLE 
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 
SUCH AS CAST IRON PIPES , 
CONCRETE, OR PVC PIPE IS 
USED INSTEAD OF THE 
RECOMMENDED FLEXIBLE 
HIGH-DENSITY 
POLYETHYLENE (HOPE) PIPE 
MATERIAL THAT CAN TAKE 
DEFORMATION FROM BOTH 
LIQUEFACTION AND ACTIVE 
FAULTING, INCREASING THE 
LIFE OF OUR PUBLIC 
INFRASTRUCTURE. 

ACTIVE FAULTING IN THE NORTH' EMBARCADERO TOWARDS THE NAVY BROADAWAY COMPLEX 

http:/ /dap3 .dot.ca.gov/shake _stable/ 5/3/2011 



ACTIVE FAULTING AT THE ENTRANCE TO MCRD OFF PACIFIC 
HIGHWAY AND WITHERBY STREET. 

TRANSPORTATION 
Caltrans ARS Online (v1.0.4) 

THE TURKO FILES REPORTED MANY INCIDENCE OF EXCESSIVE 
WATER MAIN BREAKS, AFTER FIXING THE PROBLEM. 
UTILITIES FAIL DUE TO NO ENGINEERING DESIGN FOR 
FLEXIBLE MATERIAL ACROSS ACTIVE PAULTING OR 
LIQUEFACTION IN DOWNTOWN, MIDWAY, MISSION BAY,LAJOLLA 

This web-based tool calculates both deterministic and probabilistic acceleration r~ponse spectra for any 
location in California based on criteria provided in Appendix B of Caltrans Seis¢/c Design Criteria . More ... 
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May 18,2011 

City Council of the City of San Diego 

Subject: Financing for Dual NFL Stadium and Convention Center Phases Ill to V Expansions. 
City Council Hearing oftoday, Tuesday, May 17, 2011. Item 330. 
Report on the San Diego Convention Center Corporation Financing Plan for the 
Phase III Expansion. (District 2.) • 

Dear City of San Diego: 

As an alternative to Mayor Sanders plan for a convention center and luxury hotel with retail at ground level , 
please have the Convention Center Corporation analyze a dual multi-purpose NFL Stadium and Convention 
Center in the draft EIR as we previously discussed. Analyzing both Convention Center options 
concurrently with an NFL Stadium will save taxpayer money by combining two large civic projects into one 
self-sustaining project which will help capture Urban Storm Wa~er Runoff, ~nd could lead to Water Security for 
San Diego: Plus the alternative design would more than.double the s ize of new Convention Center Phase I I I 
Exhibit Space to keep Comic-Con in San Diego. 

A four percent ( 4%) increase just to the City of San Diego Transient Occupancy Tax (TOT) is approximately 
$58.8 million per year in a new revenue source that would not only pay for the dual NFL Stadium and 
Convention Center Phase III Expansion, but could include the City or' San Diego ' s outstanding debt of $52 
million for Qualcomm Stadium Renovations ; the Convention Center Phase I I Expansion annual debt of $9.2 to 
$13.7 million, and the taxpayer subsidize operating expense of $4.3 million from the City of San Diego ' s 
General Fund. The 4% TOT increase would negate the need for approval by the TMD and .Hotels, and their plan 
to take over control of the Convention Center from the Local Unions who pay living wages. Approximately 
$300 to $400 million has already been promised for a new stadium between the Chargers and the NFL. 

The existing Qualcomm Stadium structure in Mission Valley was originally built for the San Diego region using 
an intergovernmental structure similar to a JPA, on City of San Diego owned land. We are advocating for the 
same arrangement, where the citizens of the State of California own the underlying land with the City and Port 
of San Diego acting as Trustees; and the J9int Powers Authority (JPA) owning and managing the new public 
multi-purpose Union-run NFL Charger Stadium/Convention Center/Cistern· Structural Foundation 
(NFLCS/CC/CSF) complex. Potential JPA members would include ofthe City of San Diego, the County of 
San Diego, SANDAG, the San Diego Convention Center Corporation (SDCCC), the Tourist Marketing District 
(TMD), the Chargers organization, the NFL, and Anschutz Entertainment Group (AEG). The Joint Powers 
Authority (JPA) would create a regional Public-Private Partnership (P3) with the Stadium operators, NFL, and 
the Chargers to pay the Debt Service for construction of the Stadium building on public land and Interior 
Improvements through user fees , tax savings, and business incentives of operating in an Enterprise Zone. 

Neither the City's or County of San Diego 's General Funds would be used, thus removing risks from taxpayers 
and transferring the debt to the full San Diego County Region visitor community by a County-wide 4 percent 
increase in the TOT. 

We also believe that if a great project was put forth to the full San Diego County Region to increase the TOT by 
4 percent County-wide to keep the Chargers in San Diego that the measure would get 2/3 of the public vots: 
required to raise taxes. San Diego should not be scared of putting the issue of $600 million in debt to the voters 
if their plan is self-sustaining. Currently the Expansion plan requires a new 500 room luxury hotel , which could 
not even pay for itself without taxpayer subsidies, let alqne create additional" monies to fund the Convention 
Center Phase fii Expansion. 

Regards, Katheryn Rhodes, PE, La Playa Heritage371 • San Fernando Street, San Diego, California 92106 
krhodes@ laplayaheritage.com, 619-523-4350 



http: 1\\ \\ '".build ingtradcsncws.com/ index .php?option=com contcnt&v iev. =article&id=72 7: farmers-field-wins
'' ith-tradcs-nO\\ -nceds-n fl-to-pla) &catid= I & Item id=77 
Farmers Field Wins with Trades, Now Needs NFL to Play 
Unions Support AEG in Bid to Build New Stadium and Convention Center in Downtown Location 
Gensler, chosen as the Farmers Field architect, will release more plans in 20"!2. 
By Beige Luciano-Adams, Contributing Writer 

With the National Football League deep in ·a labor di spute, Anschutz Entertainment Group is charging forward 
with plans for its $1 billion stadium and events venue at the Los Angeles Convention Center, strongly supported 
by the Building Trades. Developers have begun the Environmental lrnpact Report process, and have chosen 
Gensler as the architect for the stadium. The site was rechristened " Farmers Field" in a $700 million naming
rights deal with Farmers Insurance. AEG hopes to submit a ftTII report to the city by the end of this year. 
While a football stadium is the centerpiece, the emerging vision is of a modernized convention center that will 
replace more than 200,000 square feet of aging exhibition space and add a sports arena, together comprising 1.4 
million square feet of contiguous, usable convention space, AEG representatives said. With a commitment to 
build I 00 percent union , the LA/OC Building Trades Council has stepped up to support the project, which it 
expects will have a powerful economic impact well beyond the several thousand construction jobs estimated in 
the first buildout. " We' re going to be meeting with all City Council members and we ' ve been to Sacrameoto to 
push the issue," said Council Executive-Secretary Robbie Hunter. 
Convention Center Needs Overhaul ; 
Basketball-legend Magic Johnson draws more media attention than Mayor Villaraigosa. 
Plans to replace the west hall , Hunter said, provide a particullirly compelling imperative to build, especially in 
the current fiscal environment. "At this time it ' s antiquated," he said. " It's over 50 years old, and it would tak~ 
at least $70 million to bring it up to be modernized and functional. The city does not have the money to do 
that." AEG ' s proposal to build a whole new wing that's closer to center facilities before tearing down the old 
one to make room for the stadium would make the center more viable; Hunter said. " So ·we end up with a far 
more functional and modern convention center, which the city cannot afford to do," Hunter said. " We believe 
the new wing will be a driving force in stimulating the economy, and help enable at least three new hotels 
directly related to the football stadium and modernization project. That will provide an ongoing tax base to the 
city." An AEG spokesman stressed the integration of convention center business plus the offshoot 
developments and revenue the stadium would create. "You would not build a stadium for eight games a year," 
he pointed out. Each NFL team plays only a small number of games each season. "You build this to invigorate, 
energize and literally save the convention center. ' AEG estimates the stadium portion of the project would cost 
$1 billion. It will completely finance and guarantee that. Separately, the proposal for the city to issue $350 
million in bonds to finance the new convention center hall has already generated controversy and elicited ;trong 
opposition from some corners. AEG insists those funds would be reimbursed with revenue from the new 
development, including new parking structures. AEG s~id it will cover any shortfall , without risk to taxpayers. 
Adding to the momentum, AEG recently confirmed plans to announce several new hotels in the area. The first 
will be on a property that sits north of LA Live, which AEG will likely sell to another developer. 
A Regional Construction Boost 
Maria Elena Durazo of the LA County Federation of Labor joins Building Trades and other union members at 
an AEG event. In the meantime, Los Angeles Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa has assembled a Blue Ribbon 
Commission to explore the issues and e licit community input. IBEW Local II Business Manager Marvin 
Kropke, who sits on two of the commission ' s five subcommiM:ees, said the process so far has been productive. 
" I think it ' s been fruitful to hear comments, questions and anxieties about what will happen with the stadium, 
and the public view that the jobs must be local , that there must be a return to the community and investment in 
training for local residents in skilled occupations." So far, Kropke said, he and other subcommittee members 
have heard input from a cross-section of the population, including individual taxpayers and entities like hotels 
that depend on Convention Center business and people coming to town for football games. One of the intriguing 
parts of the proposal, he said, is the projected boost to regional construction and tourism industries. "The big 
events like an NBA all-star game, they not only fill up downtown venues but venues that are in areas like.~. 



February 28, 2011 

Subject: 

Reference: 

Item RA-1 and Item 601- Joint Heafing Authorize Alternative Predevelopment 
CEQA Documents and Environmental Studies for a Multi-Purpose NFL Stadium 
and Convention Center Phase III Expansion Atop a Cistern Structural Foundation 
for Storm Water Capture and Desalinization Plant on San Diego Bay. 
\\\\''.till) url.com 20 I I 0 12-l-a 

Dear City Council and the Redevelopment Agency: 

CCDC's issued a Notice of Joint Hearing for today, February 28, 20 II, as described in Item II of the 
Centre City Development Corporation (CCDC) meeting 'of February ·23, 20 II, authorized a $3 million 
loan from CCDC to the San Diego Convention Center Corporation for predevelopment costs associated 
with preparation of CEQA documents and a Draft EIR for the planned 5-acre Convention Center Phase Ill 
Expansion and luxury Hotel project·. We are asking the City Council and Redevelopment Agency to 
include our referenced plan for a 15-acre site on unreclaimed public tidelands as an Alternative design to 
be analyzed during predevelopment and the Draft EIR as an option. This would require an amended 
Notice of Preparation (NOP) to study the multi-purpose Convention Center Phase ll I Expansion including 
and NFL Stadium on Port tidelands, as an alternative Optjon to save taxpayer money and analyze if the 
multi-purpose project is sustainable and can be built and operated without taxpayersubsidizes. 

1.0 New Convention Center Hotel. 
The planned Contiguous $750 million Convention Center Phase Ill Expansion includes a new taxpayer 
subsidized 250- to 500-room luxury hotel including luxury retail space and Ballrooms with some 
Convention Center space and the great roof top lawn. This is in addition to the beautiful taxpayer • 
subsidized luxury private Hilton San Diego Bayfront Hotel south of the Convention Center. Instead the 
Chargers and the Convention Cent~r can get financing together for Multi-Purpose Convention Center 
Expansion and Stadium project. The new Hotel and luxu'ry retail should be eliminated from the 
Convention Center Expansion Phase Ill plan for now, until a future Phase IV. Plus the use of Cistern 
Structural Foundations on unreclaimed tidelands can be used for Storm Water Management and 
Desalinization Plants. A dual15-acre multi-purpose Stadium/ Convention Center will add @ 

700,000 to 1 million square feet of Contiguous Convention Center space~ instead of the 5 acre plan 
with only 400,000 square feet total and a 250 to 500-room taxpayer subsidized luxury hotel. 

, r <~llliiL::' .l r_ .thnlt-us. bpL-polic1es doc th)\\nload 3180-noticc-of-preparation-for-
,~k '- -phas~-1 i i ·~ p.ms iun-hok 1-a -po11-11la'>ter-plan -am~nd.ment-c i r. h tml 

The planned 400,000 square. feet Convention Center Phase I IJ Expansion includes only 225,000 square 
feet of Contiguous Exhibit Hall Space. Also irtcluded is I 0 I ,500 square feet of meeting rooms, and 
45 ,000 square feet of new luxury retail space. The new taxpayer subsidized 250- to 500-room private 
Convention Center Hotel includes an 80,000 square foot Ballroom, 50,000 square feet for hotel 
banquet/conference/restaurants/retail, and 16,000 square feet for the kitchen . 

In comparison a new 2 for 1 multi-purpose NFL Stadium and Convention Center Phase III Expansion 
without retail and without the planned 250- to 50,0-room'luxury hotef on a 15-acre site on unreclaimed 
Tidelands would triple the amount of new Contiguous Exhibit Hall Space, and double the size of 
the actual planned Convention Center Phase Ill Expansion. 



This alternative expansion for a multi-purpose Convention Center and Stadium would keep both Comic
Con and the NFL Chargers in San Diego. Our alternative prop()sal option requires the NFL Chargers and 
the Convention Center acquiring financing together for just Convention Center Expansion space, and leave 
out the new hotel and retail for now until a future Phase IV. Plus the use of Cistern Structural Foundations 
on unreclaimed tidelands can be used for Storm Water Management and Desalinization Plants. 

2.0 Farmers Insurance and AEG already Sponsor Major Professional Sports/Entertainment. 
Farmers Insurance is the sponsor for the PGA's Golf Tournament at the City's Torrey Pines Golf Course 
with Tiger Woods in La Jolla. AEG is already in San Diego with the Master Lease from the City of San 
Diego for the Sports Arena in the Midway area, and Humphrey's on the Bay from the Port of San Diego 
on Shelter Island. San Diego can have the same deal as Los Angeles with AEG and Farmers Insurance 
naming rights to pay for a new San Diego Stadium and Convention Center Expansion on the Waterfront 
if leadership in the whole San Diego region starts talks "Yith AEG an9 Farmers just like Los Angeles. 

3.0 East Village Site at MTS Bus Maintenance Yard and Historic Wonder Bread Building. 
The reason for the East Village site _is because John Moore's JMII Ballpark Village/Padres is in the process 
of developing the existing asphalt parking lot sites between their proposed stadium site and Petco Park. 
Plus CCDC needs help to sell the unused luxury condominiums in the East Village that they subsidized 
with taxpayer money to increase downtown ' s Tax Increment. See Page 7 \\\\\\.t'in)url.com '20110124a. 

For the East Village site, CCDC would have to eminent d.omain four properties including a print shop 
and liquor store, and destroy the Historically Designated Wonder Bread building. Plus they would have 
to demolish the new multi-million dollar Service Bay for the Metropolitan Transit Service Bus 
Maintenance Yard. MTS has made it clear that they would not consider moving until a new alternative 
site is constructed and operational. It is in Mayor Sanders, CCDC, John Moore ' s and Ballpark Village's 
best financial interest to put a stadium on their chosen site in the East Village, in order to drive up 
private property values adjacent the new stadium. 

4.0 Pilot Project for Desalini?;ation and Cistern Structural Foundations throughout San Diego 
( I 

Tidelands for Long-Term Regional Water Security. 
The main idea is to create a pilot project using the existing Convention Center and Hotel CEQA process 
as an alternative project in the upcoming Draft EIR, and the incorporation of a desalinization plant to . 
create water security for San Diego: So San Diego Bay can have their first desalinization plant as part of 
a Cistern Structural Foundation. Plus ensure full use of the Tenth Avenue Marine Terminal as a 
Working Waterfront. 

Our proposed site on the water has never been in con~ide_ration for any development except additional 
marina boat docking space. No part of the bay would be filled in, but the area would be a waterproof 
bathtub foundation to collect urban storm water runoff which currently cost taxpayers $31 million a 
year. Just like the planned Convention Center Phase Ill expansion and the new 250- to 500-room 
taxpayer subsidized luxury hotel on 5 acres of reclaimed land, portion of the water are under lease 
options for the future marinas for both 5th Avenue Landing LLC and the new Hilton hotel. Previous Port 
location for a stadium was on the Tenth A venue Marine Terminal (TAMT), and was shot down by. 
voters in 2008. This project will assure full Working Waterfront Access to the TAMT. In addition, the 
western half the proposed site in th;e water is free and clear of obligations. The project should be 
designed by Caltrans, not the Port, CCDC, or Sao Diego: . 

The use of water cisterns founded below the liquefiable reclaimed fill, and bay rriud onto formation soiJs 
would provide stable structural foundations to help stop constant water main and sewer main leaks and 
breaks on liquefiable soils and through active fault zones from downtown San Diego to Mission Beach 



and La Jolla. Desalinization effluent would be emptied into the existing City of San Diego Sewer Outfall 
4.5 miles offshore of the Point Lorna Wastewater Treatment Plant. 
The water Cisterns and Desalinization Plants would be built using a bulkhead configuration, thereby 
creating jobs for the local NASSCO shipbuilders and welders. • 

The undocumented fill sand would; have to be taken out of reclaimed tidelands in order to create water 
Cisterns and structural bulkheads. Depending on the quality and grai·n size of the unneeded soils, the 
undocumented fi II and bay muds can be exported as part of beach sand nourishment programs along the 
full San Diego County coastline to help reduce erosion; or can be used for concrete construction. 

5.0 New Powerlink Along the Border as part of the Federal Secure Border Initiative (SBI). 
Power to the energy-intensive Desalinization projects would be provided from Alternative Energy 
sources in the Imperial Valley including solar and geothermal energy. A new regional San Diego 
County Power! ink from east to west, can be permitted•within six month parallel to either the existing 
1980's Southwest Powerlink (SWPL) and access roads; or parallel to the existing 200 I United 
States/Mexico Border Fence project which included the establishment of a federally dedicated Utility 
Corridor adjacent the existing International Border Fence and access road to the north. 

'\\ '' 111\ url.wm 20 I OO"i 1.' 

These alternative routes for the Sunrise Power! ink to miss the Cleveland National Forest have bee11. 
championed by Congressman Bob Filner, and Congressman Duncan Hunter Jr. as great alternatives routes 
to reduce fire hazards at Wildland-Urban interface communities and pristine forest lands, and cut 
ratepayer costs in half. Currently the planned 5QO kV Sunrise Powei-link Transmission Line through the 
Cleveland National Forest has greater losses in energy and takes up a larger footprint; than the use of 
Higher Voltage Lines like the new 1, 150-kV lines currently used in Japan and soon China. 

Another alternative to reduce power line losses by half, and increase profits is a Direct Current line from 
the Imperial Valley west into public tidelands of San Diego Bay, where the Direct Current Powerlink can 
be used as a power source for large-scale Desalinization projects including subterranean infrastructure and 
Cistern structural foundations for the planned 356-acre Chula Vista Master Plan project. 

Power = Current x Voltage =:= P = IV. 
Higher Voltage (V) lines use less Current (I) for the same Power (P). 
This inverse relationship for Power (P) results in less heat loss and more cost savings. 

Also if the high voltage I , 150 kV or Direct Current Power! ink is located parallel to the Border Fence 
project, the new national infrastructure can be combined with the yet to be implemented 2005 Sec~re 
Border Initiative (SBI) for the California/Mexico border. The Secure Border Initiative (SBI) is being 
used in Arizona where video and Thermal Imagi~g cameras are installed along the border fence for 
National Security reasons. The video monitors can also be used by Fire officials during Natural 
Emergencies, such as wildfire in the backcountry. The project would also act as a new regional 
Emergency Shelter, therefore, Federal and State funds could be provided for the public structure. 

, L 11 ·-' \ p LgO\ hord~r s~curtt\ sb1 

Regards, 

Katheryn Rhodes P.E. 
La Playa Heritage, 371 San Fernando Street, San Diego, California 92106, 
~ rh~ d~s o l.tpl.t~ c~hcritag~.com , 619-523-4350 
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DATE ISSUED: 

ATTENTION: 

SUBJECT: 

February 11, 2011 

Centre City Development ~orporation 
Meeting of February 23,2011, Agenda 702 

Fiscal Year 2010-2011 Centre City Redevelopment Project Budget 
Amendment for the San Diego Convention Center Corporation, Inc. 
Phase III Expansion Project- General 

STAFF CONTACT: Andrew Phillips, Assistant Vice-President/Controller 

REQUESTED ACTION: That the Centre City Development Corporation ("Corporation") 
recommends that the Redevelopment Agency of the City of San Diego ("Agency"): 

• Authorize a loan with the San Diego Convention Center Corporation, Inc. (SDCCC) in 
the amount of $3,000,000 for the purpose of funding the design and planning costs 
associated with the Phase III expansion of the Convention Center; and 

• Approve a budget amendment to the Fiscal Year 2010-2011 ("FY11 ") Centre City 
Redevelopment Project Budget ("Project J?udget"), increasing the East Village line item 
by $3 ,000,000 and decreasing the Future Year Carry Forward line item by $3,000,000. 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: That the Corporation recommends that the Agency: 

• Authorize a loan with the SDCCC in the amount of$3,000,000 for the purpose of 
funding the design and planning costs associated with the Phase III expansion of the 
Convention Center; and 

• Approve a budget amendment to the FY11 Project"Budget, increasing the East Village 
line item by $3,000,000 and decreasing the Future Year Carry Forward line Item by 
$3,000,000. 

SUMMARY: The SDCCC has requested that the Agency loan the SDCCC $3,000,000 for 
predevelopment costs associated with the Phase III expansion of the Convention Center. The 
SDCCC has requested that $750,000 be disbursed by April 1, 2011 and the remaining 
$2,250,000 be disbursed by July 1, ~011. 

FISCAL CONSIDERATIONS: A budget amendment increasing the East Village line item by 
$3,000,000 and decreasing the Future Year Carry Forward line item by $3,000,000 is necessary 
to make funds available for the loan: 

CENTRE CITY ADVISORY COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS: The Centre City 
Advisory Committee (CCAC) and the Project Area Committee (PAC) voted (CCAC 17 Yea, 3 
No, 1 Abstention; PAC 17 Yea, 2 No, 1 Abstention) to-support staff recommendations as 
presented at its February 16, 2011 meeting. · 

401 B Street, Suite 400 1 San Diego, CA 92101 - 4298 1 Phone 619-235-2200 J Fax 619-236- 9148 1 www.ccdc.com 
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Unified Port 
ofSan Diego 

September 20, 2013 

Ms. Diana Lilly 

California Coastal Commission 

San Diego Coast District 

7575 Metropolitan Drive, Suite 10 

San Diego, CA 92108-4402 

SUBJECT: Port Master Plan Amendment #45 

3165 Pacif1c Highway, San Diego, CA 92101 

P.O. Box 120488, San D1ego, CA 92112-0488 

619.686.6200 • www.portofsandiego.org 

FOR INCLUSION IN STAFF REPORT 

Infeasibility of Joint Convention Center/Stadium-Background and Analysis 

Dear Ms. Lilly, 

We would like to thank you, Sherilyn Sarb and Deborah Lee for taking the time to meet with 

us over the past few weeks to discuss the pending PMPA. In response to the letters on the 

Chargers' concept of a "Joint Convention Center/Stadium Alternative" that we rec~ived a 

copy of at our September 61
h meeting, please accept the following information, which 

includes re-submittal of relevant documents and graphics previously provided for your 

information. A "Frequently Asked Questions" publication released 9/11/13 is also attached 

(Attachment 1) for your reference. 

Alternatives Analysis 

The joint convention center and sports stadium alternative suggested by the Chargers 
("Tailgate site") was thoroughly reviewed by the Mayor's Citizen Task Force in 2009 and 

rejected for a variety of reasons, as summarized below. Attached (Attachment 2) please 
find the 2009 presentation to the Mayor' s Citizen Task Force that demonstrates the 
comprehensive manner in which the Tailgate site was considered and presented to the 
public. In addition, please find a comparative chart (Attachment 3) entitled "SDCC Phase Ill 

Expansion Site Analysis Matrix" which included the Tailgate site as one of the 11 siting 
options originally considered and the summary report entitled "San Diego Convention 
Center Phase Ill Expansion Site Selection, Design, and ROI Overview" (Attachment 4) that 

further explains the alternatives analysis process. Six different concepts on the Tailgate site 

were evaluated; however the site was eliminated for two main reasons : (1) an active 
earthquake fault runs through the middle, which would make it unsafe to build on, and (2) 

convention center clients indicated it would not meet their primary needs of a contiguous 
exhibit space. 

• Expert Analysis and Documentation. In order to ensure that the Task Force was 

provided with all necessary information to make an informed and thoughtful 

recommendation, a great deal of outside professiona l input was sought. Since 

San Diego Unified Port District 
EXHIBIT NO. 18 -t-------------------------------~ ::: 

Port Response to Letters of Objection 

~PMPA #45 SDCC & Hilton Expansion 
California Coastal Commission 



2003, over $930,000 in expenses were incurred for the preparation of various 

technical studies, economic analyses, market research, and architectural 

renderings. It is factually incorrect to say, as the Chargers have, that "studies 
show that the city's experts were instructed not to consider a larger, non

contiguous expansion of the kind being proposed by the Chargers. So the city 
came to its conclusions about how to expand the convention center without even 

considering the most logical alternative." 

• Earthquake Fault. The Tailgate site evaluation found that an active earthquake 

fault ran through the middle of the site . As such, the facility would have to be 

sited to avoid the fault or constructed in a manner that would accommodate 

ground movement. This would likely result in impacts to public safety and 

increased expenses for design and construction. 

• Contiguous Space: The Citizen Task Force recommended that the expansion be 
contiguous with the current venue. An inland expansion, like the one proposed 
at the Tailgate site, would not meet any of the San Diego Convention Center's 
market demands, mainly because large events need contiguous space. 
Prospective clients have repeatedly expressed the need for a larger facility, and 
market research supports building that facility on the same site. Market experts 
presented information showing that a non-contiguous building, if it is built 
further than directly across the street, is not an expansion by definition to 
meeting planners. In fact, a noncontiguous building would result in two 
completely different venues. Essentially no major conventions and tradeshows, 
or consumer shows, would book both venues at the same time. 

• Size and Scale. The Task Force evaluation determined that to be marketable the 
Tailgate site would require a minimum of 400,000 square feet of exhibit space as 
well as meeting space. However, the bulk and scale of a facility of the size 
necessary to meet the program was deemed a fatal flaw. The renderings in 
Attachment 2 show the required size and scale of two Tailgate site scenarios in 
context with the current size and scale of Petco Park. The new facility at the 

Tailgate site was determined to be inordinately large as compared to the size 
and scale to the surrounding development. 

• Construction Costs. Another important factor is cost of construction. A 
contiguous expansion is less expensive because of natural efficiencies in space 
utilization. For example, a contiguous expansion makes full use of existing back
of-the-house space and parking. The Tailgate site would also require acquisition 
of land from private owners. 

• Financing. The financing of the proposed Phase Ill expansion is specific to the 
current proposal and would not be available to fund a joint stadium convention 
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center facility. Funding from both the Port of San Diego (which is contributing 
$60 million) and the Convention Center Facility District (which is contributing the 
majority of the funding) cannot be used to fund the proposed joint-use proposal. 

• Potential Scheduling Conflicts. Meeting planners book a venue 5-10 years into 

the future in order to secure the facility. A stadium site with an active NFL team 

would prevent this as the schedule for the football season is finalized months 

prior to the season . No meeting planner that books large events would risk their 

single largest revenue generator by considering a venue that did not have 

guaranteed dates years into the future . They simply would book a venue in a 

city other than San Diego. 

Fall is one of the busiest times for conventions and the stadium would be 
unavailable for large events that book years into the future. The only meetings 
likely to book a joint stadium/meeting facility would be smaller events that draw 
local attendees. These events do not drive tax revenues because their attendees 
are not traveling to San Diego to stay in hotels to attend the meeting. 

Conclusion 
As a result of the extensive analysis discussed above, it is evident that the Tailgate site 
was has been adequately analyzed and subsequently eliminated as a viable alternative 
for expansion of the Convention Center. 

Thank you for your time and continued cooperation . 

Sincerely, 

Lesley Nishihira 

Manager, Land Use Planning 

Environmental & Land Use Management 

Attachments 

Attachment 1: Frequently Asked Questions (dated 9/11/13) 

Attachment 2: 2009 presentation to the Mayor's Citizen Task Force 

Attachment 3: SDCC Phase Ill Expansion Site Analysis Matrix 

Attachment 4: San Diego Convention Center Phase Ill Expansion Site Selection, Design, and ROI Overview 
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Attachment 1 

Frequently Asked Questions 
Sign up for email updates or visit: 

ConventionCenterExpansion.com 

1. WHY IS THE PORT INVOLVED IN THIS PROJECT? 

Three main reasons. 

• It's part of our mission. Convention centers that serve a statewide purpose are among uses for tidelands 
included in our legislative mandate dating back to 1962, when the Port was established by state law. 

• The Port is the landlord for the facility. This convention center, its Phase II expansion, and the proposed 
Phase Ill expansion are all on Port property, placing it under the Port's stewardship and governance. 

• The Port is an investor in the project. The Port is contributing $60 million of the project's total projected 
cost with the expectation that increased revenues to the Port will result. 

San Diego Unified Port District Act (Section 871: 

PURPOSES FOR USE OF TIDE AND SUBMERGED LANDS HELD IN TRUST BY DISTRICT. 

(a) The tide and submerged lands conveyed to the district by any city included in the district 
shall be held by the district and its successors in trust and may be used for purooses in 
which there is a general statewide purpose. as follows: 

(5) For the construction, reconstruction, repair. maintenance. and operation of public 
buildings. public assembly and meeting places. convention centers. parks, playgrounds. 
bathhouses and bathing facilities. recreation and fishing piers. public recreation facilities, 
including. but not limited to, public golf courses. and for all works, buildings. facilities. 
utilities. structures. and appliances incidentaL necessary. or convenient for the promotion 
and accommodation of any of those uses. 

2. WHAT IS THE STATUS OF THE EXPANSION PLAN? 

The Port of San Diego has submitted the Port Master Plan Amendment to the Califomia Coastal Commission. 
The California Coastal Commission must certify the Port Master Plan Amendment in order for the Port to 
issue permits allowing construction of the projects to proceed. The Port Master Plan Amendment is expected 
to be heard in October 2013 at the regularly scheduled meeting of the Coastal Commission in San Diego. The 
financing plan has been ruled legal; however, the decision is under appeal which is expected to be resolved 
in late 2013 or early 2014. 

3. IS THIS DEFINITELY GOING TO BE HEARD AT THE COASTAL COMMISSION IN OCTOBER 
2013? 

The team anticipates that the project will be heard at some point during the Coastal Commission's October 
meeting, which will be held October 9-11, 2013. The Coastal Commission agenda for that meeting has not 
been issued yet. 

4. THE CHARGERS HAVE SENT A LETTER TO THE COASTAL COMMISSION URGING THEM 
TO REJECT THE CURRENT EXPANSION PROPOSAL SAYING THAT THERE WAS NOT AN 
ALTERNATIVE ANALYSIS DONE FOR A NON-CONTIGUOUS EXPANSION. IS THIS TRUE? 

No. Six different configurations for a convention center at the site identified by the Chargers for a joint-use 
stadium were thoroughly evaluated and rejected as not viable by a task force of San Diegans created in 2009 
by Mayor Jerry Sanders. The Task Force report concluded the following: 
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The Tailgate site evaluation found that an active earthquake fault ran through the middle of the proposed 
site. Six different concepts were evaluated however the site was eliminated as feedback from convention 
center clients indicated the facility would not meet their primary needs of a contiguous space and was 
located too far from the current facility to be considered for use by large clients needing more space than 
currently exists in the current convention center. 

Additionally, it was determined that to be marketable the Tailgate site would require a minimum of 
400,000 square feet of exhibit space as well as meeting space. However, the bulk and scale of a facility 
of the size necessary to meet the program was deemed as another fatal flaw. The renderings show the 
required size and scale of two scenarios in context with the current size and scale of Petco Park. As a 
result, the Tailgate Park site was eliminated as a viable alternative. 

5. WHY DOES THE CONVENTION CENTER NEED TO BE EXPANDED ON SITE? WHY NOT DO 
A NON-CONTIGUOUS EXPANSION? 

The Citizen Task Force recommended that the expansion be contiguous with the current venue. An inland 
expansion would meet none of the San Diego Convention Center's market demands, mainly because large 
events need contiguous space. Prospective clients have repeatedly expressed the need for a larger facility, 
and market research supports building that facility on the same site. Market experts presented information 
showing that a non-contiguous building, if it is built further than directly across the street, is not an expansion 
by definition to meeting planners. In fact, a noncontiguous building would result in two completely different 
venues. Essentially no major conventions and tradeshows, or consumer shoy.o.s, would book both venues at 
the same time. 

Another important factor is cost. A contiguous expansion is less expensive because of natural efficiencies in 
space utilization. For example, a contiguous expansion makes full use of existing back-of-the-house space 
and parking. In addition, a contiguous expansion makes use of public land owned by the Port of San Diego 
for this important public purpose, making it unnecessary to add the expense of additional land acquisition 
from private owners. 

According to Tradeshow Week, 86% of convention and tradeshow producers say their ideal convention 
center has the primary exh ibit ion hall in one building, on one level. A survey of convention center General 
Managers in 2008, found that 61 % said "all in one facilities" will be the most common types of new 
convention center new building and expansion projects going forward . 

6. THE CHARGERS HAVE SUGGESTED THAT THEIR PROJECT IS MORE 
ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND AND CHARACTERIZED THE CURRENT EXPANSION 
PROPOSAL AS "A BIG BOX ON THE WATER" THAT BLOCKS VIEWS AND PEDESTRIAN 
ACCESS TO BAYFRONT. DOES IT IMPEDE VIEWS, PUBLIC ACCESS AND IS IT JUST A BOX 
ON THE WATER? 

No. Contrary to the characterization of the proposed Phase Ill Convention Center Expansion as a "big box 
on the water" the proposal is an environmentally designed expansion that provides a 5-acre rooftop park and 
public plaza that protects view corridors, enhances public access and safety, and activates an underutilized 
part of San Diego's downtown waterfront. 

7. WHY NOT CONSIDER THE JOINT-USE STADIUM ALTERNATIVE? 

The current proposal to expand the San Diego Convention Center is the culmination of a multi-year planning 
process that involved citizens, organizations, and elected officials from across San Diego. We believe this is 
the right project to expand the convention center and build on our 23 years of success driving visitors to our 
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region and tax revenues to the City of San Diego and Port of San Diego which provides funding for parks, 
police, fire and libraries in every community. 

Most importantly to our clients, it meets their needs well into the future for a contiguous exhibit hall that 
allows their exhibitors and attendees to meeting in one location. Our clients, when interviewed about the 
proposed Chargers site, rejected a non-contiguous expansion as not meeting their needs and therefore, not 
viable to accomplish the City of San Diego's goals of retaining customers who are outgrowing the current 
facility and attracting those who have never been able to fit in the current facility. Specifically, the following 
excerpt from MCTF Final Report addressed this finding : 

The goal for the San Diego Convention Center is to host more large shows (that don't fit currently); and 
host more events simultaneously; and make move-in/move-out more efficient, therefore the highest 
probability for success could be expected from an expansion that utilizes contiguous space. 

A non-contiguous building if it is further than directly across the street, is not an expansion by definition 
to meeting planners - it would result in two completely different venues; basically no major conventions 
and tradeshows (or consumer shows) would book both venues at the same time. 

8. IS COASTAL COMMISSION APPROVAL THE FINAL HURDLE FOR THIS PROJECT? 

No. The next steps: 

• Port to issue Coastal Development Permits 

• City of San Diego to take "Resolution of Validation" 

• San Diego City Council to issue bonds 

• City of San Diego to fund Convention Center design 

Groundbreaking (goal of late 2014) 

9. WHO'S PAYING FOR THIS? 

The City of San Diego estimates the total construction cost of the expansion at approximately $520 million. 
The City intends on financing the majority of the expansion through a special tax on hoteliers and City 
revenue generated through the Transient Occupancy Tax. 

The Port of San Diego's financial contribution is capped at $60 million over a 20-year period. The Port bases 
this investment on the project's positive economic impact and the likelihood that it will result in increased 
revenues to the Port District. This project includes the opportunity to develop 500 new hotel rooms to support 
the Convention Center, which will eventually translate to additional revenue to the Port. 

It is important to note as well that the contributions from the Port and the hotel tax assessment cannot be 
transferred to a different project such as the joint-use stadium. 

10. WHAT HAPPENS IF THERE ARE COST OVERRUNS? 

This is an issue that would have to be addressed by the City of San Diego, because the Port of San Diego's 
contribution is capped at $60 million over 20 years. 
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11. WHERE DID THE IDEA COME FROM TO EXPAND THE SAN DIEGO CONVENTION 

CENTER? 

A Citizen Task Force was convened in January 2009 to address the San Diego Convention Center Project 
(MCTF). Its members were asked to review: The state of the convention and meeting industry; San Diego's 
success and profile among its competitive set; and to evaluate the market demand for an expanded facility. 
After seven months of studying the issues, numerous presentations and a series of public meetings, the 
MCTF recommended in late August 2009 that the City of San Diego should proceed with an expansion. (A full 
report of the findings and recommendations can be found at conventioncentertaskforce.org.) 

12. WHAT BENEFITS DOES THE 
CONVENTION CENTER PROVIDE 

TO SAN DIEGO RESIDENTS AND 

TAXPAYERS? 

Public investment in the Convention Center 
has turned out to be a very good decision 
for San Diego residents and taxpayers. 
Since opening the Convention Center 
has become one of the regions strongest 
economic engines attracting more than 
18.4 million visitors whose spending and 
attendance has generated over $22.9 billion 
in economic impact, $430 million in tax 
revenues and 13.6 million room nights for 
local hoteliers. The spending by overnight 
visitors who attend conventions significantly 
eases the tax burden on residents. Sales 
and hotel room tax dollars stay here long 
after the convention is over and filter into 
local communities. The tax revenues help 
pay for police and fire protection to keep 
San Diegans safe; the upkeep of libraries 
and museums to enrich the lives of locals 
and visitors; and maintain our beautiful 

FY13 ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

ECONOMIC IMPACT $1 .3 B 

TAX REVENUES $19.2 M 

ATIENOANCE 766,848 

OUT-OF-TOWN VISITORS 530,128 

LOCAL GUESTS 236,720 

parks and beaches enjoyed by everyone. More than 12,500 local jobs are tied to events in the facility. In 
addition, the Convention Center has been a catalyst for substantial growth and development helping to 
transform downtown into a vibrant hub that visitors and locals both enjoy. 

13.1F THE BUILDING INCREASES IN SIZE, WILL THE ECONOMIC BENEFITS AND JOBS 

THROUGHOUT THE COMMUNITY INCREASE AS WELL? 

Yes. According to research and data presented to the MCTF, an expansion of the Convention Center is 
expected to generate: 

• Increased economic impact of $698 million annually, in addition to the average $1.3 billion the Convention 
Center already provides our community; 
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• Increased tax revenue of $13.5 million annually, in addition to what the Convention Center already 
generates annually. In FY13 alone, events tied to the building generated $19.2 million in sales and hotel 
room tax revenues; 

• More than 6,880 new, permanent jobs, in addition to the 12,500 jobs throughout San Diego County 
already supported by the Convention Center. This estimate of new, fulltime jobs does not include 
thousands of temporary construction jobs. 

14. IS THERE A MARKET DEMAND FOR AN EXPANDED CONVENTION CENTER? 

Absolutely. For the past several years market demand has surpassed the current supply of space the building 
offers. In fact, 39.7 percent of prospective customers that do not book the San Diego Convention Center 
attribute that decision to "Center Unavailable" or lack of space. As a result, San Diego loses approximately a 
year's worth of business every year to competitor cities, or approximately $1 billion in economic impact. 

15. WHEN IS THE EXPECTED OPENING DATE? 

Once the expansion has received all the necessary permits and the funding mechanism is in place, 
construction on the expansion can begin. The expansion is expected to take approximately 30 months to 
complete: If all approvals are in place in early 2014, the expansion will be completed by 2018. 

16. WHAT IS THE PROPOSED SIZE OF THE SAN DIEGO CONVENTION CENTER EXPANSION 
IN TERMS OF EXHIBIT SPACE AND MEETING SPACE? 

Based on several studies, the San Diego Convention Center Corporation is recommending adding 
approximately 225,000 contiguous sf of exhibit space; 101 ,000 sf of meeting space; and an 80,000 sf 
ballroom. This will allow us to accommodate larger existing business that has outgrown the building, or will 
soon be reaching capacity; new potential business; as well as to host simultaneous mid-size conventions. 
The chart below reflects the design team's recommendation for the expansion, as well as approximate total 
square footage: 

SQUARE FOOTAGE SUMMARY* 

AREA EXISTING EXPANSION TOTAL 

EXHIBIT SPACE 615,700 225,000 840,700 

BALLROOMS 40,000 (2) 80,000 (1) 160,000 (3) 

*These are square footage estimates are based on current design concepts. 
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17. WHERE WILL THE EXPANSION BE LOCATED? 

The expansion will be built adjacent to the existing building on the same footprint of land. It will be located 
along San Diego Bay on the side that houses Exhibit Halls D-H. 

18. HOW MUCH WILL THE EXPANSION COST? 

The City of San Diego will explore financing options for the project. The cost is contingent upon a broad 
range of undetermined variables. Final design, financing, economic conditions, market rates, construction 
costs, expansion size and amenities are just a few of them. The Task Force initially studied a preliminary, 
"test-fit" concept for purposes of the MCTF which was estimated to cost $750 million. However, the San 
Diego Convention Center Corporation issued an RFP in August 201 0, and in November 2010, selected a new, 
more cost effective and efficient design. The new design is 38% less in reduced mass and volume and the 
new cost estimate is $520 million. 

19. WHO IS DESIGNING THE EXPANSION? 

The design team of Fentress Architects/John Portman & Associates/Civitas Inc. were selected. Fentress 
has worked on many other civic projects including the: Colorado Convention Center- both Phase I and 
expansion projects; Pasadena Convention Center; Santa Fe Community Convention Center; and the Los 
Angeles International Airport Tom Bradley International Terminal Expansion and Enabling projects. 

20. WILL THERE BE ANY PUBLIC AND/OR DESTINATION ENHANCEMENTS FOLDED. INTO 
THE PROJECT? 

The site is located along San Diego's signature waterfront so there is ample opportunity to enhance public 
serving amenities to benefit visitors and locals alike. The concepts include a 5-acre waterfront park; grassy 
wide open spaces for public art, concerts and other events; retail space; a restaurant; and a pedestrian 
promenade showcasing views of San Diego Bay, just to name a few. The .expansion would also include 
development of a convention-oriented hotel and a previously planned water taxi. 

21. WILL THE EXPANSION BE GREEN? 

Consistent with the recommendations of the MCTF, public feedback and the San Diego Convention Center 
Corporation's commitment to sustainable practices, a number of environmentally-friendly options are being 
proposed to make the expansion one of the greenest buildings in the nation. The building will conform to the 
United States Green Building Council's Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design, or LEED certification. 

Fentress has completed a preliminary LEED scorecard and believes that a Gold ranking will be possible. 
Other features include: energy efficient lighting, using natural light and sun shading; incorporation of a 
photovoltaic system to offset energy use; natural ventilation, solar chimney, geothermal heat exchange 
and use of wind power; storm water retention and filtration; on-site water treatment system for grey water 
recovery and re-use and dewatering desalination; low water plantings, drip irrigation and minimization of 
domestic water demand from city system; recycling and use of recycled materials and food composting. 

September 11 , 2013 
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• Process of Analysis 

• Outside ~In 

• Inside ~Out 

• Testing Alternatives 

• Program Size 

• Functionality 

• Urban Design 

• Sustainability 

• Constructability 

• Cost 

• Convention Center Building Program: 
-Exhibition Halls (225,000-400,000 SF) 

-Meeting Rooms ( 80,000-100,000 SF) 

-Multi-purpose Ballroom (80,000 SF) 

• Ancillary Development Program: 
-Hotel (500 Rooms) 

-Ground Floor Retail ( 40,000 SF) 

-Outdoor Public Space 
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~ Taifgate Site: Urban Design Issues and Opportunities 
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Option 1 
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Option 2 
On Rail Yard 

Option 3 
Adjacent 

Underground 

Option 4 
Port Site with 

Separation 

Option 5 
Port Site 
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Option 6 
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Option 8 
Concourse 

Option 9 
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Option 10 
Tailgate Park 
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Attachment 3 

SDCC Phase Ill Expansion Site Analysis Matrix 
Facility Requirements Environmental Criteria 
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Meets all facility requirements Remediation issues 

Meets all facility requirements Remediation issues 

Meets all facility requirements Remediation and water issues 

Meets all facility requirements 
Potential water quality issues, 
remediation efforts required 

Meets all facility requirements 
Potential water quality issues, 
remediation efforts required 

Meets minimum facility requirements 
Potential water, air, habitat and 

hazardous material issues 

Does not meet facility requirements No known environmental 
Pedestrian access is poor issues identified during 

Facilities are not connected preliminary analysis 

Does not meet facility requirements No known environmental 
Pedestrian access virtually non-existent issues identified during 

Facilities are not connected preliminary analysis 

No known environmental 
Meets all facility requirements issues identified during 

preliminary analysis 

No known environmental 
Meets all facility requirements issues identified during 

preliminary ana lysis 

Meets all facility requirements 
Mit igable environmental issues 
identified in the ARC lease & EIR 

Urban Design Criteria 
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No known urban design issues identified 
during preliminary analysis 

No known urban design issues identified 
during preliminary analysis 

No known urban design issues identified 
during prel iminary analysis 

No known urban design issues identified 
during preliminary analysis 

View corridor blocked 

No known urban design issues identified 
during preliminary analysis 
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No visual connection with existing facility 

I No visual connection with existing facility 
I 

I View corridor blocked 

I 

I Scale not marketable 
I 

No known urban design issues identified 
during prel iminary analysis 
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railroad and 
MTDB issues 

Extensive 
railroad and 
MTDB issues 

Excavation and 
dewatering 

issues 

Viable 

Viable 

Foundation 
issues 

Viable 

Viable 

Viable 

Viable 

Viable 

Extensive 
use issues 

Extensive 
use issues 

No longer 
available 

No longer 
available 

No longer 
available 

Extensive 
use issues 

Extensive 
use issues 

Extensive 
use issues 

Extensive 
use issues 

Extensive 
use issues 

SDCCC 
leased 



Background: 

Attachment 4 

San Diego Convention Center Phase III Expansion 
Site Selection, Design, and ROI Overview 

In 2001, an expansion to the San Diego Convention Center opened, providing nearly double the 
original exhibit space, meeting and ballroom space. Almost immediately after opening, the 
expanded facility has been at maximum capacity. As a result of the strong demand, the San Diego 
Convention Center Corporation began exploring additional sites for a Phase Ill expansion 
beginning in 2003 and ending in the selection of the current site located on the 5th Avenue Landing 
parcel in 2010. The following provides a detailed overview of the site review analysis and the 
public process undertaken to select the current site of the proposed Phase III expansion. 

Alternative Site Analysis 

Between 2003 and 2007, nine convention center expansion sites were identified and eliminated as 
either not feasible due to cost, the land was no longer available, or the location was simply not 
feasible due to larger constraints such as building over the bay or railroad yard. The exhibits 
below identify those nine locations. 

OPTION I 
·· AJJOIJ(:! H<lil Ymcl' 

lJflTION 7 
I Gil t Avt!IIUe'T~u l ua li ! fl<a k 

OPTION ? 
"On Rntl Y8tcl ' 

OflliON 'l 
"ACII<lC8111 Unclet910llllfl 

OPTION 9 
'&I'M ~ · (jpltO!i' 

In 2 009, as part of the Mayor's Citizen Task Force (MCTF), two additional potential sites were 
eva luated. The first, identified as the 5th Avenue Landing site, was located immediately behind the 
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current Ph;~se II of Llw convention centl'r and the S.1n llrcgo H<~v .tn(• Lht· '>l'CO!ld. rde ntilil'd ,~..,the 
T.til~atc t>;trk srtt· I'> loca ted east of Pl'tco P.tr·k ;!lotH_ l',trk Hotd t•v;m!. 

Tlw MCTF r•,·,!ltt,lt'or tnund th;tt t IH T,lllg;lll' l'.1rl s11• ha" .tn ,lf'tl''' ';p·thquakt:: t,llllt that n111' 

through the mrddle ot the s rte. Thl' MC:TF conclu (Jt>d rh.tt ,1 non-contrguous exp;ms io n would [i) 
llo~\ ·~ IitJ llllpc~c: ut, u11t: of the pi illldi \ Ldlhc\ Ui Ju:" hu .• iiies:, 1 di..LOilll1iud ,ltlOi• v• full-faliiit) 
u·~ei··.;) (;nd 1 ii ) little 1mpact on the ahilit~\· tn accon1ntndatc tvv·n large ,_·o nventions simultaneously 
hectUSl' of the in ahil 1ty to stack multtpl e events m a smgle, large exp<1 ns e of co ntiguous exhibit hall 
'> P<I et' imm ·diately adjacent to meeting rooms , ballrooms, kitchens, etc. Moreover, the MCTF 
determined, dnd co nfirmed with event meeting plann ers, that the convention and meeting 
inciu'>tl'\ wo uld view a non-co miguous facilitY ds a separate faLiltt\ .tnd that no singi e user wouid 
hook hoth facil ities. 

Mter 1 i publi c meetmg, dozens of hours of expert testimony, rev iew of hundreds of pages or' 
ev identiary material s and consideration of publl c testimony, the MCTF recommended that the 
Phase Ill Expansion proceed at the S th Avenu e Landing site. 

The S1h Avenue Landing site was recommended as the proposed co nven t ion center expan<;ion 
location by the members of the MCTF because it: 

• Allows for a contiguous expansion of the current facility; 
• Provides a fun ctional and direct connection to the existing facility; 
• Adds vis itor and residen t serving park. open space, and retail; 
• Creates improved access to and fro m the fac ility from the bays id e and Hilton 

Bayfront; 
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• Improves waterfront views and enhances the pedestrian experience along the bay 
by screening loading docks and removing heavy truck traffic along Convention Way; 

• Improves pedestrian safety and access to and from the waterfront and public realm 
areas. 

Market/Space ROI Analysis 

In order to determine the core elements for the proposed expansion, and evaluate the feasibility of 
the proposed site to meet the core elements required to make the expansion generate a return-on
investment (ROI), a comprehensive market analysis was completed in 2009 by AECOM on behalf 
of the MCTF. An update and refinement of the initial AECOM study was completed in 2010. While 
the previous analysis focused heavily on the onset of the recession and what effect that might have 
on the needs of the meetings and conventions industry for expanded facilities in San Diego, the 
2010 assignment essentially drilled down to greater detail on the ROI question. The primary 
research involved a set of much more detailed discussions with meeting executives for user 
groups and potential user groups using a larger sample than was included in the 2009 analysis. 
The goal was to provide guidance to the San Diego community and the design team regarding the 
optimum size of expansion project and the types and features of spaces included in the expansion 
to maximize the ROI. The study determined that a contiguous expansion would provide the 
following annual economic benefits to the City of San Diego and the Region: 

Total economic benefit $698 million 

Direct delegate spending $372 million 

Annual hotel room sales $121 million 
revenue 

New City revenues $15 .9 million 

New permanent jobs 6,685 

The AECOM study also found that the economic impacts of the proposed Phase Ill contiguous 
Expansion were scalable and sensitive to the size of the expansion. For example, the study 
concluded that for each reduction of 10,000 square feet of exhibit hall space there would be a $10 
million reduction in annual hotel room sales revenue. 

The report concluded that the following combination of program elements were essential to 
maximizing the ROI on the expansion: 

Additional 250,000 square feet of exhibit space contiguous to the current facility; 
An additional 80,000 sq ft ballroom; 
An additionallOO,OOO sq ft of meeting space; and 
Essential pre-function and support space. 
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Building Design Iterations 

1\\ pe1rt of the MCTF, d "tt".;t lit" cit-<;ign referred to as Concept 1\ was developed and ev,liuatvd to 

1dcntitv 1f the essential c·:,p;mdcd progr·am clement:, l exhibit ~;pace, bJilroom. and mcc 111g rooms 

could he· attained. 

l.n nceptue11 Rendering of Concept A· "Te<>t Fit" 

-
c .. ,, .. l'f" .... .... . 

Program Design Rendering of Concept A: "Test Fit" 
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Subsequently, staff from the Port of San Diego and San Diego Convention Center Corporation 
initiated a meeting with Coastal Commission staff to provide an overview of the design concept 
and seek feedback to help es tablish key design elements and programming goals necessary to 
incorporate into a design competition initiated in the summer of 2010. The core parameters of the 
design had to: 

• Achieve the expansion's quantitative and qualitative programming goals in or about 
the expansion site; 

• Incorporate a hotel into the project's master plan; 
• Preserve and enhance the beauty and utility of the public realm spaces surrounding 

the expansion site through, among other things, improved public access and 

programming; 
• Integrate the expansion with existing Convention Center facilities; and 
• Enhance the public's experience on the bayfront and include public parks in the 

immediate vicinity of the project. 

In November 2010, Fentress Architects/John Portman & Associates/Civitas Inc. was selected to 
design the proposed Phase 3 expansion. The team was chosen for the simple, functional and 
flexible plan they developed that would increase contiguous exhibit hall and meeting room space 
while maximizing traffic flows in response to many of our clients' requests. The design also 
complements the current facility and energizes the waterfront by providing numerous public 
amenities including the addition of approximately 5 acres of new public realm space with 
expansive views of the bay. 

During the MCTF, a different design was presented to members as a "test-fit" for study. The 
FentressjPortman/Civitas team developed a completely different design than Concept A. The new 
design is much more cost-effective and offered its own unique set of advantages, including: 

• Reduced mass and volume from Concept A (test fit) by 38% 
• Reduced exterior envelope/skin 
• Exhibit and meeting space conformed to existing number of floors 
• Increased ratio of usable space 
• Exhibit floor loading at grade 
• No exhibit hall exit stair requirements 

The new design included a 500-room hotel tower adjacent to the current convention center. 
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FentressjflortmonjCJVJtos !Jes1gn Novemher l O I 0 
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the preferred alrern(ltive, i became clear that additional pre-function space was needed along the 
<; ou t he<Js t sid e o f th e huilding. 

Fentress Revised Building Footprin t with Hotel Tower Moved Across Park Blvd 

Originally, the proposed ex pansion included a 90-foo t depth for the additional pre-fu nctio n 
spa ce. However. the depth wa s reduced to 60 feet to Imp rove the view corrido r and "window to 
the ha y". 



r 
I I I 

_ ........... . ······ 
r ,._. . ..... .. . ·r r···· . 

The pre-function space in its current configuration is necessary for the fo llowing reasons: 

Convention Center operations: 

1. Adding an 80,000 sf ballroom. Depending on the set up, the ballroom could 
have between 5,000 and 10,000 occupants. The east lobby will be the primary 
building entrance and registration area for participants using the 
ballroom. Sixty (60) feet is a necessary functional depth for this use and 
population for both circulation and safety. 

2. Adding 225,000 sf of exhibition space. The east lobby will serve as pre-function 
and registration hall for a major portion of this addition. A pre-function area of 
60 feet is a minimal functional depth for this use and population for both 
circulation and safety. 

3. The eastern add ition contains a publically accessible elevator lobby to the 
rooftop park. 

4. The east lobby will serve as the primary entrance for pedestrian traffic on Park 
Boulevard and to and from the Hilton Bayfront Hotel. 

5. The east lobby will serve as a primary shuttle service drop-off point. 

6. The east lobby a nd entrance will provide needed street-level activation of Park 
Boulevard and the Bayfront adjacent to the Convention Center. 

Project's urban planning goa ls : 

1. Activation of Park Boulevard is facilitated by converting the southeast face of 
the Convention Center into a primary entry to the facility because it will cause 
Park Boulevard to be populated by thousands of convention delegates each day 
who will use the southeast entrance for ingress and egress and who will use the 
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cxtst tn g pedc<>trtan hndge to w <lik to Downtown cross to tlw ililt on ot vistt till' 

2. One of the priman· en rancP<> to the ::1-acre rooftop park ts a puhltcalh 
access ibl e eleva tor .tci]:J Cc nt to the southeast entranc to th e facilitv. .'\t' 
actt\·ated Par·k Boulc'\'.trd will drav\ the ~enera l public to the Havfron t anc thv 
rooftop rark. 

3. One of the goals ot the project ts to enhance the pedestnan co nn ect10n hctwcen 
the Hilton and the Convention Center. The southeast entrance Clccomplish e'> 
that. 

4. Eliminating the pre-function space would result in continutng the extsting 
conditton ol ,1 hard . blank extenor wall ot l·.xhthtt Hall H tacmg Park Boulcvarcl 

. . . ·~ ,J .... ....... ~- -: ~ - .... - .....! - t... ..... , .... -~ ..J 'l-
;J: \J~J'..:."""t.. t.. ::...'.jJCl!1.;)!V!~ Clli\.J ~ 11~ !r!._. .. t\.1 ~- '-'· 

~~:~..:! !i!to:1 BJyfro::~;. '.'.'()lJ!C. ;J!.C''.'!de :~~ !C'~c:t. ~~ ~'7()-fnnt- 'V ~(il"' ""'lncin'u t n t-~e ~:1)' .. ~· nr rntnrnn r·n 

1 tonth·tll tinld ( tncluc!in!:! enc! zones l t'i ~h(l teet long rhe r1vcra~e I >nwntown San f>tego c1tv hlo ck 
1s ~UO .WO . and a lJasketball co urt IS (1 4 feet iong (-~ haskethal i courts i;.l!Cl <>Ide ov <>idc> wou1d iw 
~82 feet long). 
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